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Wave Induced Loading and Stability of Rubble Mound 
Breakwaters 
The present state of knowledge when designing coastal structures has improved 
in the recent years. However the available design methods concerning especially 
rubble mound structures are characterized by a number of empirical and semi- 
empirical formulae makiug model tests inevitable and even when conducting 
model tests very large variability in e.g. the degree of stability is ohserved. 
This background motivated the investigations conducted in the present study. 
The objeciive was to investigate and clarify which wave parameters are impor- 
tant for the hvdraulic stabitv of the armour laver on tvoical rubble mound 
. - 
breakwaters kthermore,  it was intended to quantify the influence on the sta- 
hility of each parameter. Focus was put on the wave induced loading on single 
armour stones and the relation to the stability. 
Based on existiug litterature thestate of physical understanding of the processes 
related to the hydraulic stability was discussed Further, goveinmg parameters 
influencinz the stabilitv were identiiied and their influence suantified to retrieve 
the stat&-the-art. Model tests were conducted a t  SINTW with scale models 
o£ prototype breakwaters and both the wave induced loading and the stability 
were investigated. At Aalborg University model tests with an idealizedmodel of 
a rubbie mound breakwater were conducted and formed the basis for a detailed 
parametric investigation of the wave induced loading 
Based on analyses of the expenmental data waveforce models were derived con- 
taining the direct influence of the investigated parameters on the wave induced 
forces Comparison with results af stability investigations and commenly used 
stability formulae show good correlation with simple stability formulae based 
upon the derived force models. 
Summary in Danish 
Belgeinducerede kræfter og stabilitet af stenkastningsmoler 
Indenfor de seneste år er metoderne til design af kystnære konstruktioner blevet 
forbedret vmentligt. Med hensyn til specielt stenkastningsmoler er designmeto- 
derne dog stadig karakteriseret ved et antal empiriske og halvempiriske fonnler, 
hvilket betyder at  fysiske modelforseg er uundgklige. Til trods for at  der udfores 
modelforseg, kan der stadig observeres store udsving i f. eks. graden afstabilitet 
fra fors0g til forseg. 
Denne baggrund danner grundlaget for de undersegelser der er blevet udfort og 
beskrevet i nærværende rapport. Formålet var at  nndersege og klarlægge hvil- 
ke belgeparametre, der har betydning for den hydrauliske stabilitet af dzklaget 
på typiske stenkastningsmoler. Desuden var det hensipten at kvantifisere ind- 
flydelsen af hver enkelt parameter på stabiliteten. vægten var koncentreret om- 
kring belgeinducerede kræiter D% enkelte dæksten op d~sses sammenhæne med 
Udfra eksisterende litteratur er graden af fysisk forstielse af de processer, der har 
forbindelse med den hydrnuliskc stabilirer, klarlagt L)csudeli er dr pa rmcue  
der tiar he:ydning fur zrahilirrt~n idtnrif;cerel or: d e r 6  indflvddse kvanrifisertr. 
P= SISTEF ble" &er udierr modelforsflg med skslamodelleraf prororypcmoler, 
op bade dr  hu>lgcinducerede krmfter Fanit srabiliieten lilev undersen. Et deral- 
je;et mode l -pke t r i sk  studie af de belgeinducerede krzfter blev u&rt på bag- 
grund af en række model forseg udfert på Aalborg Universitet med en idealiseret I 
model af en stenkastningsmole. l 
Baseret på de eksperimentelle data blev b0lge-kraft modeller opstillet for kraften ! i udvalgte retninger indeholdende den direkte indflydelse af de undersegte bel- 
geparametre. Udfra de opstillede modeller blev simple stabilitetsformler udviklet l 
og en sammenligning med resultater fra udf0rte stabilitetsunders0gelser samt al- ! 





Stability of Breakwaters 
1.1 The Rubble Mound Breakwater 
Rubble mound breakwaters have throughout the history provided protection to 
mankind against the violent forces of the surrounding sea. Their applications 
are versatile, being nsed for the enclosure of harbour basins, in providing safe 
berthing facilities and for the protection of land (dikes) and beaches (offshore 
breakwaters). 
Because of the various applications of rubble mound breakwaters at  various 
sites, large variatious in applied construction materials and environmental load- 
iug appear. Although appearing different, the cross section of the rubble mound 
hreakwater have several points of resemblance, see Figure 1.1. The innermost 
Piguve 1.i: Ezample of typieol rubble rnound bmaliwoter cross section. 
part, termed the core, constitutes the major part of the breakwater. The core is 
a mound made of quarry run or grave1 from the sea bed whidi in it self is not 
CHAPTER 1.  STABILITY OP BREAKWATERS 1.2. BREAKWATER FAILURE MODES 
able to resist wave attack and requires protection, 
The armour layer is the outer seaward layer providing the protection against the 
major nart of the exerted wave forces bv a number of units sufficientlv larm and 
. - . "~~~ 
heavy to rernain in position under wave attack. Normally, rock units are used, 
but if heavier units are needed or if natural sources of rock are not available, the 
units are made of conffete. On the leaside a rear armour layer is constructed to 
protect the breakwater against possible overtopping and wave disturbances from 
the harbour basin. 
To provide a safe basis for the armour layer a toe berm is constructed and to 
improve the foundation for the armour layer one or more filter layers are placed 
between the core and the armour layer. p not her purpose of t h i  filter layer(s) 
is to prevent the finer materials in the core from beina washed out throuah the 
gaps between the armour units. 
In cases where access on the top of the breakwater is required or a reduction in 
the amount of overtopping is desired a crown wall is constructed. 
Until the late 1960's the rubble mound breakwaters were exdusively used close 
to the coast and a fair amount of experience was available and natural sources 
of material were abundant for these situations. But as the construction of larger 
vessels and oil tankers was in orogress a strone need for safe berthina facilities in 
. - 
deeper water arose and to fulfill these needs, the traditional near-coast structures 
were extended to deeper water simply by scaling. Hereby heavier equipment and 
artificial units were required and optimization of the costs for saving materials 
was necessary. 
The dominating loads on breakwaters are due to waves interacting with the 
structure. Because the waves are irreeular and of stochastic nature the waves 
" 
are described by characteristic parameters, such as the significant wave height 
H, defined as the mean of the highest onethird of the waves, rather than by 
individual wave parameters. With good accuracy the waves in deep water are 
described by the socalled Rayleigh distribution and thus the characteristic pa- 
rameters ase sufficient, but the transformation of tbe waves from deeper water 
into more shallow water involves refraction, shoaling and breaking processes 
which changes the character of the waves. As a result the largest waves break, 
making the distribution of the individual waves in shallow water differ from the 
Rayleigh distribution, and also the waves become more asymmetric. Obviously, 
the loads exerted by the waves and the succeediua resoonse of the breakwater 
- 
also change from deep to more sballow water. 
To illustrate which governing design conditions existing rubble mound break- 
waters are exposed to, the wave characteristics of the most important mbble 
mound breakwaters in Spain are shown in Figure 1.2. To distinguish between 
the different wave conditions the following criteria are med: 
Breaking limit criterion: Non-breaking criterion: 
Shallow water criterion: 
where h is the water depth. 
warer d e p ~ i  [m] 
Deep water criterion: 
Wner dcpdi [m] 
Figure 1.2: Wave ehnraeteristies of rubble mound breahoter build in Spain 
(!+om M.O.P. V .  1988). 
Generally, the main part of the breakwaters are constructed in shallow water with 
breaking wave or close to breaking wave conditions. Only a few rubble mound 
breakwaters are wnstructed in deep water and in non-breaking conditions. This 
fact underline the importance of accurate design criteria in more shallow water. 
1.2 Breakwater Failure Modes 
The wave conditions at the location of the breakwater eventually leads to fail- 
ure of the entire breakwater structure when a single structural component of 
the breakwater is not able to withstand the exerted wave forces or to fulfill its 
funrridn. Thui, fai!ure irnplies niiy parrial or ioral ~olldpsc uf onr or more struc- 
rural ionipun~nr lesdine to g.otisl t ol lapse ol r1.c rrrucrure as s wtiole, t iu r  also 
CHAPTER 1.  STABILITY OF BREAKWATERS 
situatians, when for instance the acceptable wave penetration into the harbour 
area is exceed, are cousidered as failure. 
Because the rubble mouud breakwater consists of several structural components 
different failure modes occur. Figure 1.3 outlines the possible faiiure modes for a 
typical rubble mound breakwater configuration including different soil and block 
layers, a berm and a crowu wall. 
saa bsdsmur 
end tos emaion 
Y ,  
Pigure 1.3:  Possible failure modes for a rubble mound breokwater. 
Rom Burchorth (1993). 
Due to the complexity of the ruhble mound breakwater and the wave conditions 
many design concepts and design formulae have been developed until now for 
the different failure modes. Until the mid 1980's the Shore Protection Manual 
(1977, 1984) has been the stat-of-theart when designing breakwaters, but 
the inadequacy of the recommendations herein is cleariy reflected by the vast 
amount of published research within rubble mound breakwaters during the last 
two decades. 
Especiaily the hydraulic stability of the main armour layer on the seawasd face 
has been subjected to research for many years in order to obtain a reliable 
design method, i.e. a method to determine the adequate stoue weight of the 
single units in the armour layer to obtaiu a stable armour layer as a whole. This 
is not without due cause since the main armour layer usually constitutes the 
single most expensive part of the rubble mouud breakwater as the layer has to 
protect the breakwater against the major part of the exerted forces. In some 
cases the construction costs of the armour layer constitutes up to 50% of the 
total constmction costs but is most often about 20%. 
1.3.  HYDRAULIC STABILITY OF ARMOUR LAYERS 
1.3 Hydraulic Stability of Armour Layers 
Different failure modes can he connected to the armour layer. The m o u r  layer 
can fail as a whole where either the armour laver slides on the filter laver or 
becomes instahle due to failure in a slip circle through both the armour layer 
and other pasts of the breakwater. This type of failure is possible when the 
down-rush af one big wave is able to exert a force exceeding the friction between 
layers or in a slip circle, making this faiiure mode likely t o  occur only in case 
of a steep slope. Because of the seldom occurrence, this failure mode has not 
been p i d  much attention. Failure by instability of single units occur, when the 
dislocatina force is meater than the stabilizina force. This tvve of failure mode 
. . 
is often decisive when designing a rubble mound armour layer. 
It  should be straight forward to assume, that a relation between the exerted 
wave loads and the stability of the armour layer would he af major interest, but 
the normal approach to the problem has simply been to relate easy accessihle 
wave pararneters, e.g. wave height and period, directly to the single unit weight. 
The desipn tools are physical model tests andlor empirical or semiempirical 
formtilat base,! on model tcsrr and prurot).pe obzrrvations. l ' h ~  most irnporraiir 
hvdiaulic srahilirv forrnulac ~roooseil arc stiown in  Table 1.1. Al! showii furmulde 
&e modified from their originalform to include the equivalent cube length 
iustead of unit mass WSO in order to give some consistency in the comparison. 
Generally all the stability formulae are af the type: 
where: 
N, : Stability number. 
H, : Characteristic wave height. 
A : Relative reduced unit mass density, A = p,/p, - 1. 
D,so : Equivalent cube length, Dnso =  lp,)?. 
f (.) : F'unction of. 
K : Emuirical coefficient determined bv the uarameters not accounted 
for in the stability equations. 
CKAPTER 1 .  STABILITY OF BREAKWATERS 1.3. HYDRAULIG STABILITY OF ARMOUR LAYERS 
Researcher(s) Modified form 
Castro (1933)' " = {K, (co ta+l ) '  J=)* 
ADnso prn 
H Iribarren (1938) 
-- - KZ3(cos a - sin a )  
ADnso 
Mathews (1948)' H H 




Epstein, Tyrrel (1949)' - ~ ! ( t a n p  - t a n a )  
ADnso 
Hickson, Rodolf (1951) H 
Hudson, Jackson (1953) -- l ( tanrpcosa-s ina)  H - K ?  
ADnso tan 'P 
H 
-- Larras (1952)' sinh " - K $ ( C O S ~  -s ine)& 
ADnso L 
Beaudevin (1955)* H 
H 
-- Hudson (1958) - ( K o  cot a )  * 
ADn5o 
H Goldschtein, Kononenko (1959)' --- - ( ~ g t a n ' ~ ~ a ) b  
ADn50 
H SN-92-60 (1960)* -- 
ADnso 
Svee (1962) H a -- = K;, cos a 
H Rybtchevsky (1964)' 
continued 
Researcher(s) Modified form 
H 
P- Iribarren (1965). - K,$(tanipcosa - sina)  
ADn50 
-- Metelicyna (1967)' H - cos(23" + a )  
ADnso 
SPM (1977) H, -- - (KD cot a )  * 
ADn50 
H 
Losada, Giménez-Curto (1979) -- - 
ADnso IA( t  - t o )  exp(B(S - to))}-* 
H L  
SPM (1984) -"= ( K ~ c o t a ) ~  
ADn5o 
Hedar (1986) Bf, (7) cos a 
A(& + 0.7)(tanp + 2) 
Medina, McDougal (1988) H = ,,t AD,,so 1.27 InN, 
6.2 6-O.SpO.18 
m ( m s )"" 




H" : Wave height T : Regular wave period 
L : Regular wave length E, : Suri similarity parameter 
N. : Number of waves hb : Water depth at breaking 
Z : Depth below SWL D,so : Equivalent cube length 
A : Relative reduced unit p, : Unit mass density 
mais density a : Slope angle 
'@ : Internal Fciction unde S : Damaae level . " 
-Tip : Permeability factors f i ( 7 )  : Permeability function 
K,,A, B : Empirical coefficients : From PIANC (1976) 
Table 1.1: Seleeted hydmulie stohility fornulae for mck ormour b y e r  Table 1 . 1 :  Selected hyd~oulic stability fornulae for rock anno%? layer. 
CHAPTER 1. STAEILITY OF BREAKWATERS 
Taking a look on the different design formulae in Table 1.1 large differences in 
the complexity and the influence of the different pararneters is observed although 
several points of resembiance. 
Severai of the stabiiity formulae considered are derived on a theoretical basis 
considering the forces acting on a single unit and followingly calihrated using 
model test with reguiar waves, only the formulae by Beandevin (1955) is purely 
empirical. E.g Iribarren (1938, 1965) is based on sliding and Svee (1962) is based 
on lifting of the single units. Later tests with irregular waves justified the use 
of the significant wave height H, in the Hudson formulae (1958) instead of the 
regular wave height H. This recommendation in SPM (1977) is still videly used 
in design today. However, in SPM (1984) H, was replaced by the average of 
the highest 10% of the waves H$. All formuiae are derived with non-breaking 
waves and does not indude the water depth h. This is included by Hedar (1986) 
suggesting the use of the breaking wave height Hb and water depth at  breaking 
ha. Moreover, the influence of permeability was also included. 
By the use of irregular waves the importance of the duration of wave a t t d  
became important and Medina and McDougal (1988) extended the SPM (1984) 
recommendations to include the number of waves by assuming the waves to be 
Rayleigh distributed. 
The iufluence of the wave period was included directly by Mathews (1948), Hick- 
son and Rodolf (1951), Larras (1952), SN-92-60 (1960) and Rybtchevsky (1964) 
from which it can be seen that the unit size increases cantinuously with increas- 
ing period. Also Hudson was aware of tbe iduence from the period, because tbe 
tests by Hudson and Jackson (1953) were carried out in a way which ensured that 
the worst wave conditions were tested. The design formula by Hudson (1958) is 
the most widely used due to its simplicity and today all formulae that resembles 
this are termed the Hudson-type stability formulae. 
Later, Losada and Giménez-Curto (1979) induded the effect of the wave period 
in the snrf simiiarity parameter. In short, this parameter qualitatively describes 
the kinematics of waves breaking on a constant dope and from the stability 
formulae of Losada and Giménez-Curto minimum stability is observed for col- 
lapsing breakers. Depending on the type of breaking Van der Meer (1988) derived 
separate empirical formulae for plunging breakers and for surging breakers. 
Despite the complexity of the stability formulae a large scatter between the 
damage predicted by theformulae and model test results still exists ai illustrated 
in Figure 1.4. 
This significant scatter in the model tests is mainly due to tbe stochastic re- 
sponse of tbe breakwater and the rather crude characterization of tbe waves. In 
Figure 1.4 tbe prediction by SPM (1977) makes no distinction between breaking 
Figure 1.4: Ezample of seotter seen in the Von der Meer and the Hudson-type 
stobility fomuloe in relation to model test results. Dota fmm Van 
der Meer (15'88) and Thampson ond Shuitler (2975). 
and non-breaking waves and waves of different periods whereas the prediction 
by Van der Meer (1988) does. Neither of the predictions take into account the 
different sea bed slopes and water depths. Moreover, the natural wave grouping, 
i.e. the succession o? the individual waves in a wave train, is different in each 
of the conducted tests. Any information regarding wave grouping is omitted in 
the stab'ility formulae although the breakwater responds differently to different 
types of grouping, e.g. Johnson et al. (1978) and Burcharth (1979). 
1.4 The Design Situation 
The majority of rubble mound structures ase constructed in the near-coastal 
areas, i.e. normally in shallow water where the sea bed coniiguration influences 
the wave heights and kinematics. The available design methods concerning the 
design of rubble mound structures are characterined by a number of empirical 
or semi-empirical formulae making model tests inevitable. Even wben model 
tests are conducted very large variability in e.g. the stability between individuai 
model test is observed. Ail together, to obtain a reliable structure able to resist 
the design loads during its lifetime, very conservative safety factors must be 
employed with increased economical costs in consequence. 
The large vzriability is motivated by three major sources: 
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The wy ing  character of the incident waves determined by the sea bed 
configuration and the interaction with the structure. 
The stochastic nature of the incident waves 
The stochastic structurai response of the rnbble mound structures. 
With background in the large experience in building mound breakwaters and 
the major research efforts especially during the last two decades to find reliable 
design tools, one major question still arises: Why is it so dificult to design 
breaktunters? 
In Figure 1.5 the physical processes uivolved when designing a ruhble mound 
breakwater and the related characterization of each process are outlined. 
Wave pmpagation Induced flow Induced laading Response 
-Waves -Kinematics -Forces - StabiliQ 
Figure 1.5: Bosic seheme of the physienl pmeesses reloted to the hydroulic 
stability of a rubble mound bwkwnter under wave attaek. 
Considering the design formulae for the armour layer easy accessihle wave pa- 
rameters, e.g. wave height and period, have been used to characterize the waves 
and to design the armour layer. Hereby both the induced flow and loading 
are neglected. In deep water th'is approach works reasonable well because the 
wave heights are described very well by one distribution, namely the Rayleigh 
distribution. 
In shallow water strong shoaling, refraction, and breakiug can cause rather dif- 
ferent wave kinematics and change both the wave height and the energy distri- 
bution. Because the wave load on the structure is determined by the kinematics 
of the incident wave, a breaking wave causes a different load than the load from 
a non-breaking wave of equal height. Consequently, the degree of instability 
and asymmetry of the incident waves hecomes of importance making the deep 
water approach inadequate. Consequently in order to reduce the scatter other 
parmeters such as groupiness, skewness and101 steepness must be included. 
In common to both the deep water and the shallow water situation is the la& 
of a clear physical relationship between the processes outlined in Figure 1.5, i.e. 
betweeu the wave parameters, the wave kinematics which actually determines the 
load, and the succeeding strnctural response. Thus, to obtain a more accurate 
prediction of the structural response, relevant wave parameters must be defined 
on basis of the structural response of the structure. 
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1.5 Objectives 
The overall objectives of the present project is to investigate and clarify which 
wave parameters are important for predicting the strnctural response of coastal 
structures. Furthermore, it is intended to quantify the inflnence on the stability 
of each parameter. Derived wave parameters are to be applied in failure mode 
fornulae. 
Due to the videly nse of rubble monnd structures as wastal protection emphasis 
is out on this soecific class of coastai structures. Furthermore. even when the ~~ - 
prediction of the structural response is based on more complex formulae con- 
taining several information on the wave action, e.g. the Van der Meer formula, 
a large scatter still prevail. 
In the following the scope of the thesis is outlined. 
In chapter 2 a qualitative description of the four aspects related to the hydraulic 
stability (c.f. Figure 1.5) is given. The pnrpose is to reveal the state of physical 
understanding. Focus is put on the describing the wave induced flow and the 
hereby exerted wave forces. Also the significance of refraction, shoaling, and 
wave breaking on the characteristics of t h i  shallow water wave field is discussed, 
i e  changes in the wwe height distribution and the wave form. 
Chapter 3 is more concentrating on describing the commonly used approach 
when designing the armonr layer, i.e. the direct link between the waves and 
the stability, c.f. 1) and 4) in Figure 1.5. Selected formulae for the hydraulic 
stability are stndied in order to identify governing variables and comparison to 
different wave parmeters is made to clarify and retrieve the influence. 
In chapter 4 the direct correlation between the wave forces and the stability is 
investiaated by ~hvsical model tests conducted at  SINTEF. 'Itondheim with scale 
.. . 
models of prototype breakwaters. The stability investigations were performed 
using different cross sections with different types of armour stone placements. A 
single cross section was selected for investigating the character of the wave forces 
over tbe slope. 
To investigate the influence of different wave parameters in more detail, model 
tests withan idealized structure were conducted at  Aalborg University. A sim- 
plified model of a rubhle mound slope with strain gauge mounted stones was used 
- - 
in order to obtain a measurable response to individual waves and to make the 
tests reproducible. This detailed parametric study of the wave induced loading 
to different wave conditions is descrihed in chapter 5. 
CHAPTER I .  STABILITY OF BREAKWATERS 
Chapter 6 is devoted to a comparison between tbe common approach described 
in chapter 3 and the results obtained in chapter 5 relating the wave parameters 
to the exerted forces. Hereby a validation of the waveforce model can be made. 
Chapter 7 will conclude the thesis. 
CHAPTER 2 
Hydraulic Sta bility Related Physics 
The purpose of the present chapter is to uncover the state of physical under- 
standing of the processes: wave propagation, wave induced Bow, wave induced 
loading and structural response, and tbe link between these processes. 
Primarily, the characteristics of the waves in hoth deep and shallow water are 
described. Secondly, the induced kinematics and forces related to the wave action 
on the slope are discussed. Finally, special attention paid to the identiiication 
of the character of the most damaging force and the related mode of damage. 
2.1 Wave Propagation onto The Structure 
2.1.1 Deep Water Waves 
In deep water the shape and height of the waves are not influenced by the sea 
bed and the waves are normally being defined as deep water waves in terms of 
the ratio between water depth h and wave length Lo. Accordiugly, deep water 
waves exists if: 
Generally, the waves are stochastic in nature and it is necessary to characterize 
the waves by some characteristic parameter values. These properties are de- 
rived from the wave energy Spectrum defining the distribution of energy over 
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the frequencies induded in the wave train and the wave height distribution, see 
Figure 2.1 and 2.2. 
Figure 2.1: mpicpieol deep water waue energy speemirn. 
Figure 2.2: Qpical  deep woter wove height distribution. 
'llie ivaves are reproduced in acmrdance with a specified spectrum and ihc siic- 
crssion of rhe individual wavrs in ~ h e  nnve train is de!crmined LY tti. disrrih!irion 
of the phases associated with each frequency. Each phase is treated as indepen- 
dent random variables with a uniform probability density on the interval [0;2ir] 
leading to a Gaussian distributed suriace elevation. If the spectrum is consid- 
ered narrow-handed and the surface elevation is Gaussian distributed the wave 
heights follow the Rayleigh distribution with good accuracy. 
the distribution of phases and must be described by two independent measures. 
Herein, the spectrum shape in terms of the peak enhancement factor y and the 
groupiness factor GF are applied. The Groupiness factor is a global measure of 
the variance contained in the square of the wave height function, see enclosure 1: 
In the shape of the wave spectrum some group formation is inherent due 
to  wave-wave interactions, e.g. a narrow-banded spectrum will contain 
a higher number of waves within each group than a broad-banded (see 
Elgar et al. (1985)). If two i d n i t e  long (and Gaussian distributed) wave 
trains of different spectral shape are considered the Groupiness factors are 
identical, i.e. the expected value of GF 1. 
However, within samples of a wave train with a given spectral width, dif- 
ferent Groupiness factors can occur. This is a result of smal1 deviations 
of the actual applied phases from the pure uniform distribution. When 
deviating from the uniform distribution also the wave height distribution 
will differ from being Rayleigh distributed, e.g. a higher degree of group- 
ing will result in higher waves than prescribed by the Rayleigh distribution 
(see Mase et al. (1983)). 
The notation for the most common used characteristic parameter values ase 
given below. Whenever possible the recommendation given by IAHR (1987) in 
the "List of Sea State Pararneters" are followed: 
In a natural wave train, group formations of high waves occur from time to  
time. This phenomenon is two-fold characterized by the spectrum shape and 
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H Wave height. 
H. Significant wave height; The average of the highest one third of 
thi  waves. No distgction is made between fGquency Hmo and 
time H l j 3  domain estimates. 
Hl/, Average height of highest I /n of the waves in a record. 
H, Average height of the highest n waves in a record. 
Wave heigh<exceeded b y n  % of the waves in a record. 
Maximum wave height. 
Wave period. 
Spectral peak period. 
Average period. No distinction is made between frequency To2 
and time domain T domain estimates. 
Wave length. 
Wave length based on T,. 
Deep water wave length based on &T,$,. 
Wave steepness defined as e. 
Peak enhancement factor. 
Gronpiness factor. 
Number of waves. 
The above definitions applies to both deep and shallow water and in order to be 
able to differentiate between the two situations the deep water waves are indexed 
by a nought, e.g. H,o. 
2.1.2 Finite and Shallow Water Waves 
During the wave propagating from deep water toward finite water, shoaling and 
possibly breaking takes place. As a resnlt the waves become more non-line? 
and some energy transformation between the frequencies in the spectrum takes 
place. 
Experience from various site specific model tests indicate that the following typ- 
ical ranges signify wave breaking: 
Furthermore shallow water waves are defined it: 
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The shoaling and breaking processes influence both the wave energy spectrum 
as well as the wave height distribution, see Figure 2.3 and 2.4. 
Figilre 2.3: Q p i c o l  shallow water  woue energy spectrum. 
Figure 2.4: Q p i e o l  shollow uiater wnue height distribution 
Regarding the wave spectrum, energy is increased in the lower frequency area 
and at  twice the peak frequency of the spectrum. These energy components are 
termed sub- and super harmonic, respectively, and occnr as a result of non-linear 
interactions between the individual wave components of the spectrum. 
Eventually when wave breakingoccur the total amount of energy in the spectrum 
reduces. Unfortunately no simple models are able to take th'is into account in a 
proper way due to tbe complicated varying sea bed topography. 
The wave breaking also inflnences tbe wave beight distribution in that there 
exists relatively fewer large waves. As shown by Thornton and Guza (1983) the 
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deviations from the Rayleigh distribution occur for waves higher than Hl/lo, i.e. 
the average of the highest 1/10 of the waves. For higher waves Klopman and 
Stive (1986) proposed based on a limited number of data a modified Glukhovskiy 
distribution in which the parameter H,/h was uicluded. 
Only a few investigations concerning wave grouphg characteristics in h i t e  and 
shallow water exists even though the shoaling and breaking processes changes 
the shape of the Spectrum and possibly also the phase distribution. Mase and 
Iwaga!4 (1984) report some effects of shallow water on the wave grouping in 
both natural and simulated wave data: In shoaling water the groupiness become 
smaller. List (1991) confirm this observation. 
The Ursell number Ur is one of the most popular parameters for identification 
of shallow water and classification of the waves. as it  renresents both the rate of 
dispersion and the ratio of wave non-linearity: 
E Ur << 1 the wave height is very small, so the non-linear terms are negligible, 
and the waves become linear. In case Ur >> 1 the waves are very long compared 
to the water depth thus having an almost constant velocity distribution over the 
depth. If Ur = O(1) the waves are classified as the socalled Boussinesq type. 
2.2 Flow on and inside The Structure 
Eventually when the waves face the structure slope wave breaking will be trig- 
gered causing the water to  rush up and down the slope, see Figure 2.5. The 
maximum level reached during uprush is termed the runup level k,  and the 
minimum level reached during downrush is termed the rundown level R d .  
On the impermeable or less permeable slopes the up- and downrush will only 
take place in the outermost porous part of tbe structure causing the highest 
possible velocities. An increased permeability will reduces the flow velocities in 
the armour layer because larger proportion of the flow takes place inside the 
structure. 
The wave action will also cause a rise of the internal water level, as indicated in 
Figure 2.5, leading to a complex internal flow field. The internal water level rise 
is a result of both a larger inflow period and inflow surface during uprush than 
during dowurush. 
The most critical flow field occurs in a zone around and just below SWL where 
Up and dom-wsh on an impemsabie slope: 
UP and d m - w l h  on a pemeable slope: 
High penneabirhl 
Figure 2.5: Illustration of up- ond downrush on o slope 
h m  Burcharth (1993). 
the downrush interacts with the uprush from the succeeding wave. Hereby the 
most sudden changes in both the magnitude and the direction of the velocity 
occur. It is also in this region the largest velocities are produced. 
Depending on the type of breaking and the structural characteristics the u p  and 
downrush produces different situatious with different kinematic characteristics 
as described in the following. 
2.2.1 Breaking on The Slope 
The type of breaking on the slope cau be characterized by the surf similarity 
parameter 
t a n a  t a n a  c=- -- @-G 
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~ ~ ~ i c a l l ~ ,  three forms of breaking occnr on steeper slopes. For steep waves on 
a mild slope plunging breakers occur, characterized by the crest of the wave 
curling forward and impinging onto the wave trough, see Figure 2.6. For less 
steep waves on steeper slopes snrging breakers occnr, characterized by a narrow 
or nonexisting surf zone and high reflection and uprush, see Figure 2.6. The 
third type of breakem exists in the transition between plnnging and surging and 
is called collapsing waves. 
Figure 2.6: Two types of breoking woves on a steep dope. 
AS the wave breaking is closely connected to the kinmatical wave characteristics 
it seems obvious also to use the surf similarity parameter to  describe the effects 
~f breaking on the velocities and accelerations on the structure slope. 
1n Figure 2.7 the mauimum particle velocity and acceleration on the slope 
as function of the snrf similarity parameter is shown. 
 om Figure 2.7 the couapsing breaker (2 < E < 3) is identified as the situation 
 hen simultaneous high velocities and accelerations occur. In the collapsing 
breaker being the transition hetween plunging and surging breakers similarities 
to the flow under the two extremes are present. 
The ~lunging b r e a k s  generally produce large acceleration due to the abrupt 
wave form change when the crest impinges onto the wave trough. Tbe uprush 
level (as well as the downrush level) reached by the plunging breakers are opposite 
the surging breakers significantly lower. 
'rhe surging breakem generally feature large uprush accompanied by minor veloc- 
ities during the UP- and downrush and somewbat weaker accelerations under the 
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Figure 2.7: Efeets of type of breaking on the water velocity ond occelemtion on the 
slope. (a)  Change of mmirnurn woter partiele velocity and (b)  Change of 
mozimurn woter portiele aecelemtion. Data fmm Sawamgi et ol. (1983). 
front of the advancing wave crest than for the collapsing breakers. The amount 
of inflow and outflow through the surface of the structure slope is strong under 
the surging breaker. 
Bruun and Johannesson (1974), Gnnbak (1976) and Sawaragi et al (1982) applied 
the term resonance to  describe the conditions on the slope matching the collaps- 
ing breaker. Bruun and Johannesson (1974) defined resonance as the situation 
when the downrush period is equal to the wave period so that every downrush 
meets the succeeding breaking wave at the lowest position of the downrush. 
2.2.2 Up- and Downrush Velocities 
No theory to estimate wave kinematics on a permeable rubble mound on which 
wave breaking takes place is available. Therefore only experimental data and 
rough estimates of the maximum velocity c m  be discussed. 
A first approximation of the slope parallel velocity can be fonnd by setting the 
potential a t  the maximum uprush level equal to  the potential at SWL: 
Hudson (1958) derived the Hudson formula by assuming the runnp level to he 
21 
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Ftpure Z 8, Vanstzon of veloortg vector dwtng one wnve persod et poi$tzon of 
omour stone dtsplacernent. After Melby and Kobayoshr (1996). 
The results by Sawafagi et al (1983) referred in b u r e  2.7 only show the 
magnitude of Che peak velonties. Sawaragi et al. (1983) also cmcluded that 
maximum generally occnr óelaw SWL Among others T0rum (1992) and Melby 
and Kobayashi (1996) investigated the variation of the velocity in several lo- 
cations beloW SWL dunng one up- and downrush cycle. In the investigations 
by Melby and Kobayashi (1996) reported velotities were measured a t  the loca- 
tion of observed armour smne monon. An example oi a velocity vector time 
series over one waveperiod measured approximatsly h/3 below SWL is shown 
in Figure 2.8. Large variatioas in magnitude and drrect~on are observed and 
furthermore a large Verbical velocity is observed p s t  below the steep wave front. 
The shown velocity diaracteristlcs are not soleiy due to the external flow but 
also a contribution from the mntemai flow. 
2.2.3 Internal Flow Velocities 
The internal flow field have been investigated m both phy&cal and uumerical 
modeis and no simple models are able topredict the cor~espouding velocities. In  
Figure 2 9 iIlustrations of typical internal velocity fields during UD- and downrtish 
u .  -.- 
are given. l'he calculated velociiies are based on a numencal Fgscheme solving 
the equations of momentum and coutinuity. 
Frgure 2 9 dearly depicffi the wmplexity involved Most interestmg are the 
conditions around the lawest level of wave retreat where an outward directed 
mternd jet of water occur caudng high flow gradients near the structure surface 
At this poioc the extenial flow also produces maximum velonties Whether the 
produced flow is able to move asiy armour stone 01 not depend on the magnitude 
of the correspondiug forces. 
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Figure 2.9: IlSpical intemal velacity field at the time of rnaxifnum wnup and 
rundown on o slope. *om Barendes (1988). 
2.3 Hydrodynamic and Gravitational Loading 
The forces acting ou an armour stone on the slope are schematized in Figure 2.10. 
Figuve 2.10: iilustration of forees on ari onnour stone. 
As a result of the flow over the slope all forces except the gravity force can w y  
in size and direction with time. Depending on the type of failure mode that 
occurs the dzerent forces will either act stabihzing or destabilizing. 
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~h~ buoyancy force remains constant while the stone is submerged but changes 
to eero while the free surface passes over the stone. The gravity force Fc can be 
expressed as p,gDn~o. As the buoyancy acts verticaily upwards the submerged 
weight F& can be expressed as (p, - pw)gDiSO. 
The resulting wave induced force F, can be interpreted as the vectorial sum of a 
drag force FD,  a lift force FL and an inertia force F ] ,  i.e. F, = FD + FL + F ] .  
As a result of outward directed flow and the internal water level rise a seepage 
force F, arise. 
, , 
>, , 
' ,  The forces acting at  the contact points with neighbouring stones are constant 
i when no wave action and settlements take place but will change during wave 1 .  
i action. In case the forces are directed into the mound Large contact forces will 
1 be mobilized. However for forces directed away from the mouud the contact 
! forces will be severely limited. 
1 i 
8 i 
8 , s  
, , 
, , 
m ,, i : z :  2.3.1 External Flow Forces 
.! I ; '  The resulting wave induced force F, can be considered as the net force resulting 
! 
: , 
from the integration of the pressure on each point of the stone. However such 
, . an approach is only possible in very few cases and a simpler approach has to be 
, T 
used. ;l 
: I  Appiying the classical Morison equation the wave induced forces on a single 
i, t resting armour stone can be expressed as: 
, , 
where 
Pw : Density of water. 
A : Cross sectional area of armour stoue at  right angles to 0. 
V : Volume of armour stane. 
u : Velocity of water. 
CD, CL,  CM : Drag, lift and inertia coefficients depending of stone shape, 
Reynolds number Re and Keuiegan-Carpenter number 
KC.  
Originally, the Morison equation was used for describing forces on a vertical 
cylinder and the velocity was taken as the undisturbed velocity. For a stone 
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embedded in an armour layer the situation is different; The stone is in a boundary 
laver and oartlv sheltered bv other stones influencin~ both the flow kinematics 
and the a h e d  mass. 
- 
However, the Morison formulation has a fairly sound physical background and 
several experiments have been conducted deriving drag and inertia coefficients. 
Iwata et al. (1985) measured drag and inertia coefficients on a rounded rubble 
stone embedded in a twdayer  rock armoured ruhble mound slope. Both hor- 
izontal and vertical forces were measured verifyhg that the vertical force was 
govemed by the lift force whereas the horizontal force was composed of both 
drag and inertia forces of comparable sizes. Drag and inertia coefficients were 
found to be in the order of 0.5. 
Terum (1992,1994) analyzed dope normal and parallel forces measured on a sin- 
d e  stone in a berm breakwater as Morison type forces. Concerning the slope 
- 
parallel force, the drag and inertia coefficients were found t o  be approximately 
0.35 and 0.2, respectively. The variation with varying Keulegan-Carpenter num- 
ber is showu in Figure 2.11. Attempts were made to model the normal force but 
the force was not purely lift dominated and no consistent coefficients were found. 
D Inenia cosiiisient, CM 
0 . 4  
Figure 2.11: Voriotion of drog and inertio eoeficients forparnllel forne. 
Doto fmm TBrum (1994). 
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The variation of the resulting force along the slope was investigated by Sigurdsson 
(1962) and Sandstrom (1974) using spheres on a slope exposed to regular waves. 
Similar investigations were undertaken by Juhl and Jensen (1989,1990) using 
horizontal cylinders and irregular waves and comparable results obtained. An 
example of the results obtained by Sandstrom (1974) is presented in Figure 2.12 
showing that the largest forces occur just below SWL. 
Figure 2.12: Ezample of force hodographs olong the slope. Smoll numbers sig- 
nik time in see. o) H = 7cm and T = 0.8 sec, b )  H = 7cm ond 
T = 1.0 sec. Afte7 Sandström (1974). 
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2.3.2 , Internal Flow Forces 
A contributing term to the total normal force is possibly the seepage force F. 
caused by the internal water flow out of the structure. The seepage force experi- 
enced by an armour stone is due to both the build up of hydrostatic pressure as 
well as the internd flow out of the structure, i.e. F, = F, +Ff. The individual 
terms contributing to the seepage force may be expressed as, see Madsen (1974): 
v a~ 
FP -- I - n a x  (2.10) 
v 
Ff = p,g-r l - n  (2.11) 
i = Covt + Gavf lvfl  + CeaF (2.12) 
where: 
aE 
a= : Pressure gradient. 
n : Porosity of core rnaterid. 
V : Volume of armour stone. 
i : Hydraulic pressure gradient. 
"f : Bulk/filter velocity of the water outflow. 
C,, Cb, C, : Viscous, Drag and inertia force coefficients depending of 
stone shape, size, porosity, Reynolds number and Keulegan- 
Carpenter number. 
Eq. (2.12) is also known as the exteuded Forchheimer equation by Polubarinova- 
Kochina (1952). 
The viscous, drag and inertia terms have been evalnated in different flow regimes 
but only a few with special reference to wave iuduced flow in rubble mound 
structures. By oscillatory water tunnel tests Andersen (1994) and Burcharth 
and Andersen (1995) investigated the variation of the coefficients in the relevant 
Re and KC-range and expressions were derived for each individual coefficient. 
Normally, only the drag term is of importance and the viscous and inertia terms 
are omitted. A more detailed discussion of the importance of the three com- 
ponents for a wide range of coastal wave conditions is given by Gu and Wang 
(1991). Roughly, the drag coefficient Cs is in the order of l.O/D,so - 3.O/D,so 
[sZ/mZ] for a porosity of 0.4 and a Keulegan-Carpenter number of around 10. 
The most important factor influencing the seepage force is the porosity (or the 
permeability). This, however, cannot be derived directly from eq. (2.11) and 
eq. (2.12) but is included in the force coefficients. From Giinbak (1976), a high 
hydrostatic pressure build up takes place if the permeability is low. In this case 
the flow force is low since only smal1 internal water level fluctuations are allowed. 
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For a high permeability the situation is reversed because the interud water level 
tend to follow the up- and downrush more closely. 
The importance of the seepage force is very uncertain. The stone may start 
moving due to the seepage force but this motion changes the force as the local 
flow conditions changes. Barends and Holscher (1988) andyzed the &ect of 
porous flow and concluded that in the initial stage the stone is being lifted. Ifno 
other flow mechanisms occur the stone will remain in position. This, however, 
is not the case of a breakwater subjected to waves. 
2.4 Loading Required for Armour Stone Motion 
2.4.1 Displacement Mechanisms 
In Figure 2.13 different types of failure medianisms are depicted 
Rocking ofunit during up- and d o m  nirh R o m g  and subsequent down-sIop~ 
diipiacement of unit during down-rush 
Racking and rubrequent upsiope 
diSplacemeni of unit during u p - ~ r h  Sliding of severai srmour unik (annour layer) during down-rush 
rigure 2.13: Qpical armour layer failure modes. AJter Burcharth (1993). 
2.4. LOADING REQUIRED FOR ARMOUR STONE MOTION 
Generally$ it is accepted that the Suctuating pressure due to up- and downrush 
causes settlements in the armour below SWL and the armour stones become 
more closely packed. Above SWL the armour stones become less compact and 
rnay be drawn right out of the layer and following ro11 down dnring the downrush 
(or up during uprush if the dope is sufficiently mild). The loosened stones around 
SWL are more likely to displace than any other and Figure 2.14 demonstrates a 
typical damage distribution curves based on model tests conducted with irregular 
waves. Kobayashi et d .  (1990a) identified, based on numerical simulations, that 
tbe initiation of damage is most likely to occur 0.75H below SWL. 
Figure 2.14: Qpieo l  meosumd damoge distebution cunie 
After the stone is being drawn out of the layer, rolling is the most dominant mode 
of motion. However, only very few observations of the incipient stone motion 
exists. Melby and Kobayashi (1996) report observations of rubble stone motions 
under regular waves. Accordingly, ouce loosened the armour stone would be 
drawn aimost vertically out under the steep wave face during uprushfollowed by 
down slope rolling during the succeeding downrush. This was most pronounced 
under severely plunging or collapsing waves and the situation is more or less 
equal to the resonance situation previously descnbed. 
2.4.2 Character of Damaging Force 
Iribarren (1938,1965) considered sliding of the armour stone to be the dominant 
mode of motion, see Figure 2.15. 
Neglecting the inertia force the criterion for stability is expressed: 
By inserting the expressions for FD, F&, F& and u % Jzgff the criterion write 
into the following fom:  
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Figure 2.15: Idealked model of fones o n  omour stone during dorunrush 
Hedar(l960) supported the findings of hibarren. Although considering rotation 
to be the dominant mode of motion Hedar reached the same stability criterion 
during downrush as hibarren. Furthermore, Hedar found during uprush that 
tbe term -s ina  in eq. (2.14) changed to f sina. However, Hudson (1958) aban- 
doned the Iribarren formulation and developed an equation based on a simple 
quantitative force ratio between driving and resisting forces: 
where the velocity was approximated by \/Zgfi and the dimensionless function 
K was found by model tests to depend on cot a. In the formulation by Hudson 
the direction of the wave induced force is neglected. 
Sigurdsson (1962) made measurements on sphere amour  and the results showed 
that a possible displacement mechanism was a large force component normal to 
the slope. This could act simultaneously with a dope parallel force. Svee (1962) 
used this to develop a formula based on liiting only considering the normal force 
and assumed that the parallel force was transmitted from one stone to anotber 
down to the toe. 
Latest transport formulations based on a Shield criterion have been used in 
both numericai and analytical approaches, e.g. Kobayashi et al. (199Ob,c) and 
Cornett (1995). Basically, the Shield criterion approach is identical to iribarren 
and from the definition of the Shield parameter Q the relation to the stability 
number N, is found: 
2.4. LOADING REQVIRED FOR ARMOUR STONE MOTION 
The obvious discrepancies between the different stability formulations might be 
explained by Bruun and Johannesson (1974). In a review of the hydraulics of 
rubble mound structures, two different situations that may produce sufficiently 
large destructive forces are discussed. One situation is when downrush velocities 
are maximum, producing high drag and lift forces. The other situation occur 
when downrush velocities, even if they a e  lower than the maximum velouties, 
join with suction (lift) forces occurring in the trough of a breaking wave. Simul- 
taneously severe seepage may occur. 
Cornett (1995) measured slope normal and parallel forces on panels of stanes 
in regular waves and found that the direction of the peak force in all tested 
conditions varied between the normal direction and 145". Tbis indicate a good 
correlation between tbe maximum induced force and the related mode of motion 
described by Melby and Kobayashi (1996). Comparing damage profiles and wave 
induced forces along the slope Araki and Deguchi (1998) also concluded that an 
upward directed force was able to lift up the rubble stones. 
In conclusion, some confusion related to the identification of the most damaging 
force exist. However, the previous discussion indicate that a force component 
normal to the slope is required to displace any stone. This force occur simultane- 
ous with a down slope diected force occurring dnring downrush or a somewhat 
smaller upslope directed force occurring in the socalted resonance situation. 
CHAPTER 3 
Hydraulic Sta bility Assessment 
The common approach of relating characteristic wave parameters to the armour 
stone weight has evolved in a vast amount of published research in this area. 
However, the influence of the different parmeters is not clear and uncertainties 
still exists. 
Based on the discussion of the different involved physical phenomena in chapter 
2 a list of relevant governing parametec; is compiled. Secondly, based on a liter- 
ature study the influence of the different governing parmeters on the hydraulic 
stability is discussed. It  is intended to clarify and retrieve the state-of-theart. 
3.1 Governing Pararneters 
The various stability formulae in Table 1.1 and the discussion in chapter 2 re- 
vealed the most i rn~ortant  parmeters governing the hydraulic stability of the 
armour layer and the wave induced loading on che armour stones. ~ h e s e  gov- 
erning narameters can he divided into two tvpes: Structurd and hvdraulic Da- 
-.  - 
rameters, and are summarized belaw. The structural parameters describe the 
geometry of the breakwater and diaracteristics of constituent material whereas 
the hydraulic parmeters  describe the wave action on the breakwater. 
Main hydraulic parameters are: 
Wave height H 
i Wave penod T 
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Duration of wave attaek, characterized by the number of waves Ns 
Spectral shape y 
Groupiness GF 
Water depth h(=, t )  
Water density p,. 
Main structural parameters are: 
Armour stone diameter D,so 
Armour stone grading DsslDis. 
Armour stone shape and surface roughness. 
Armour stone density p,. 
Slope angle cot a 
Crest height 
Permeability, porosity 
Armour layer thickness 
Placement pattern 
internal friction angle 
The meat number of indeuendent vaiiahles make it imnerative to limit the lists 
u 
above. Most of the structural parameters have larger influence on the stabilizing 
forces and does not infiuence the wave induced forces significantly. Of the iisted 
parameters these are armour stone density, laver thickness, ~lacemeut Datteru 
. . . . 
and internal friction augle. Only the armour stone diameter, the dope angle, the 
crest he i~ht  and the ~ermeahilitv have maior iuflueuce ou the induced loadine. 
- 
However, on rubble mound bseakwaters no or only a little amouut of overtopping 
is normally allowed leaving the influence from the crest height insignificant (see 
Van der Meer (1988)). Furthermore, the permeability is to certain degree inau- 
enud  by e.g. the layer thickness making it difficult to separate the parameters 
completely. 
If only the most important paameters are retained, a failure fuuction describing 
3.2. DIMENSIONLESS PRODUCTS 
the hydraulic stability of the annour layer can be found based on dimensional 
considerations: 
f (H, T, N,, y, GF, h, cot u,permeability, Dnso) = O  
There is no known mathematical relationship determining the failure function. 
Therefore. to detemine correct similitude relationships the variables must be 
described i n  a dimensionless way. 
3.2 Dimensionless Products 
Dimensional analysis indicate that the functional relationship f(.) can be ex- 
pressed: 
H H tana  h h 
H , Z, HI NT,  y, GF, cot a:,permeability) = 0 f ( a ~ , s o '  z,- & 
Following a short discussion on e& dimensionless product is made 
The stability number & appears in all of the present stability formulae and 
is a combination of two dimensionless products, the & and the relative mass 
density A. In fact the stability number is some measure of the ratio between 
the driving and the stabilizing forces as discussed in paragraph 2.4.2. E.g. if 
the driving force increases the stability number increases and a larger stone 
diameter is required to obtain the same degree of stability. On the other hand 
if two structures with different stability numhers are considered the structure 
having the highest stability number is most stable since it is able to resist a 
larger force. 
The influence of wave period is iucluded in the wave steepness and the surf 
similarity parameter describing the wave form and sbape. According to chapter 
2 different types breaking occur on the slope depending on the slope angle and 
steepness. In the surf similarity parameter tbese parmeters are combined. 
The effect of water depth is mainly on the highest waves in a wave train as 
described in chapter 2. Hence the two dimensionless terms k and used to 
distinguish between the wave conditions in different water depths c m  also be 
used to describe the conditions of the wave attack on the breakwater. 
The remaining parameters N,, y, GF, cot a: and permeability are in it self dimen- 
sionless and does not need any normaiization. 
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3.3 Influence of Governing Pararneters 
3.3.1 Wave Height 
T h e  far most dominant parameter affecting the stability is the wave height as 
can be observed from the list of vasious stability formulae in Table 1.1. From 
here stability formulae showing different influence of tbe wave height have been 
selected and listed in Table 3.1. In order to be able to  identify the influence, the 
equivdent cube length D,so is used as a measure of stability. 
Researcher(s) Dn50 a 
Iribarren (1938. 1965) H 
~. 
Mathews (1948) H! 
Larras (1952) HZ 
Hudson (1958) H 
SPM (1977) H, 
SPM (1984) 
Plungiug waves : 
Van der Meer (1988) Surgiug waves : H:.O+OSP 
where P = 0 .1  - 0.6 
Tnble 3.1: Inpuence of vove height fmm seleeted stability fomuloe 
As seen from the Table 3.1 large deviations in the influence of wave height is 
present. The linear relationship suggested by Iribarren (1938, 1965) and Hud- 
sou (1958) is the far most used relation and has been supported by several re- 
searchers. This relationship has its background in the assumption that tbe wave 
force on the stone depends linearly on the wave height. Others, e.g. Mathews 
(1948) have deviated from this assumption in order to  include the effect of wave 
period. Van der Meer (1988) indicated that the influence of wave beight is dif- 
ferent for plunging and surgiug waves, which suggests that different mechanisms 
are responsible for producing damage. This approach is fundamentally different 
from previous work and might resolve some previous discussions. 
As indicated in Table 3.1 which wave height parameter that is suitable for charac- 
terizing stability when using irregular waves is also discussed. The SPM changed 
their suggestion from H, to H* and later it  has been suggested to use H& (Vidal 
et al. (1995)) and H* (Jensen et al. (1996)). However, these parameters does 
not take into account the duration of the wave attack and Vidal et al. (1995) 
proposed to use the wave height parameter H,. Jensen e t  al. (1996) suggested 
that Hzso was a suitable choice. Basically this discussion is not related to  which 
36 
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influence the wave height has, but more which irregular wave height parameter 
resembles the regular wave height best. 
3.3.2 Structure Slope 
In Figure 3.1 the influence of slope angle on the stability is shawn for a selected 
set of stability equations. 
Figure 3.1: Injnpuence of dope ongle on stobility. Redrawn from Bmun (1985) 
The positive tendency of higher stability with flatter slopes is predicted by all 
of the plotted equations. However large deviations are observed despite the fact 
tbat all of the equations a e  based on regular waves. The large variations in 
Figure 3.1 might be explained by the two-fold iduence of the slope angle: 
The proportion of the stone weight that acts stabilizing is decreased as the 
dope steepen. 
The type of breaking that occurs for a given wave situation is different for 
different slope angles and thus the wave induced forces. 
Generally only the effect on stability have been included in the derivation of 
the various Hudson-type formulae and only later the influence on the type of 
hreaking have been recognized as witl be discussed in the next paragraph. The 
Hudson formula gives Dnsa a cot-J u while the Van der Meer formulae give 
D,,so C( ~ 0 t - O . ~  u for plungin~ waves and D,SO C( cotP-Os u for surping waves. 
. .. - . - 
Cmpsriiig riie rwo icr ol iorrr.iilöe: an alniost ,milar posirive ricnd is pre<licree 
by tlie H idsoii forinula and rhe \'an der \leer formula for p!unging waver. 
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3.3.3 Wave Period - Surf Similarity Parameter 
The influence of the wave period was notified by the earlier Hudson-type for- 
mulae, see Mathews (1948), Hickson and Rodolf (1951), SN-92-60 (1960) and 
Rybtchevsky (1964). These design formulae suggest an increasing armour stone 
size with increasing period, see Table 3.2. 
Researcher(s) Dn50 K 
Mathews 11948) T* 
~ ~ 
~, 
Larras (1952) 9 ( s i nh (F ) - l  
SN-92-60 (1960) L$ 
Van der Meer (1988) { Plunging waves : Ti5 Surging waves : T i P  
Toble 3.2: Influenee of wave period fmm selected stability formulae. 
The second type of influence is presented by Larras (1952) suggesting the period 
to be included in the wave steepness. For a high wave steepness a high stone 
weight is required. With increasing period and deueasing steepness the effect 
diminishes. 
Later Ahrens (1975) and Gunhak (1976) identified the surf similarity parameter 
as having significant influence on the stability. Minimum stability was observed 
for collapsing breakers (i.e. E = 3-4). For plunging breakers the armour stone 
size increases with inueasing period whereas the size is reduced with period for 
surging breakers. However no quantification of tbe influence was given before 
Losada and Giménez-Curto (1979) and van der Meer (1988) derived equations 
including the surf similarity parameter using regular and irregular waves, re- 
spectively. The influence of surf similarity parameter predicted by the two set 
of design formulae is given in Figure 3.2. 
Though different, the two formulae show similar tendencies. The differences are 
contributed to the use of regular waves and irregular waves in each case. The 
point of minimum stability is shifted to the right and the wave heights do not 
resemble as previously discussed. 
3.3.4 Duration of Wave Attack 
Most of the stability formulae were derived using regular waves causing a rather 
constant impact to the structure and an equilibrium in damage was reached in 
a short time. However, using irregular waves an equilibrium is not reached since 
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1.0 l l l l l I 
- Lmada, Gimener;Curto (1978) 
...... 
0.0 Van der Meer (1988) 
0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 
sufl sUnilerw parneter, <k, 
Figure 3.2: Iduenee of surf similarity parameter period on atabihty. 
c o t a ,  P = 0.5, N, = 1000, S = 8. 
the maximum wave height increases with increasing duration according to the 
probability distribution. Thus, when a longer duration result in an increased 
maximum wave height the influence of the duration of wave attack cannot be 
neglected. Medina and McDougal (1988) induded the effect of longer a duration 
by substituting the wave height in the Hudson formulae with tbe most probable 
maximum wave height likely to occur in N ,  waves according to the Rayleigh 
distribution. Hereby, the influence hecomes D,,, rx ,,b$. 
The effect of a continuing irregular wave attack was measured by Thompson and 
Shuttler (1975) for durations up to 15000 waves. Ahout 100 tests were performed 
and latter reanalyzed by van der Meer (1988) concluding that the influence of 
number of waves on the diameter was D,so m NI.'.  
For a wave attadr of 500 - 5000 waves the two suggestions on the influence of 
wave attack are almost identical. However, the approach is only usable in deep 
water for which the influence relationships were developed. 
3.3.5 Wave Grouping 
No stability formulae have included the effect of wave grouping on the stability 
since no clear indication of the effects have been presented. Johnson et al. (1978) 
indicated that wave trains with long wave runs (groups) and high GF are most 
damaging. However, Burcbarth (1979) concluded that wave trains containing 
wave jumps, i.e. changes in wave heights where a smal1 wave is followed by a 
higher wave, are most damaging. Finally, van der Meer (1987) fonnd no signifi- 
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cant differences between wave trains with high G F  and narrow banded spectrum 
vs. low G F  and broad banded spectrum. 
Medina et al. (1990) tried to solve some of tbese apparent contradictions with 
tespect to the influence of wave grouping and conducted a series of rubble mound 
stability tests. Two fundamentally different wave grouping characteristics were 
considered: 1)  the average mn length related to the spectral shape and 2)  the 
energy flux exceedance pattern and tbe groupiness factor related to the phase 
distribution. Medina et al. (1990) concluded that the spectral shape was not 
relevant for armour stability On the contrary, the stability wai highly influenced 
by the groupiness factor G F  defined on basis of the Hilbert 2ansform technique 
(described in Enclosure 1). Unfortunately the limited number of tests did not 
permit aprecise description but as mur3 as 50% of the variability of the average 
damage could be resolved by using the groupiness factor. 
However, Vidai et al. (1995) showed that there is a correlation between the 
groupiness factor and the statistics af large wave heights. This correlation is 
expected since the groupiness factor is defined on basis af the deviation of the 
instantaneous wave energy, i.e o[H2( t ) ] .  Since the wave height has major influ- 
euce on the stability it seems still uncertain which effect the degree of groupiness 
has. 
3.3.6 Water Depth 
The effect of the water depth is not quantified in any stability fomulae and has 
only been included in the formulae by changing a constant in order to differentiate 
between broken waves, waves breaking in front of the structure and non-breaking 
waves 
For non-Rayleigh distributed wave heights Van der Meer (1988) found that in 
more shallow water the stability is higher than in deeper water since the highest 
waves broke befare reaching the structure. Based upon this Van der Meer sug- 
gested to use H,%, i.e. the wave height exceeded by 2% af the waves, to take into 
account dwiations from the Rayleigh distribution. Accordingly the coefficients 
in the etability formulae were changed using the ratio H I w / H ,  = 1.40 derived 
from the Rayleigh distribution. Although Hz% was found to be a good parame- 
ter other wave height parameter8 solely based upon the highest waves will give 
similar results. 
In breaking waves in shallow water the wave height is determined solely by the 
water depth making it reasonahle to include the water depth in the stability 
formulae as done by Hedar (1960,1986). Hedar used the fraction ha,iHa and the 
influence on the diameter therefore becomes Dnso rx f ( - ) ( h a  + 0.7Ha). However, 
since the fraction ha/Ho at  the point of breaking is almost constant the influence 
40 
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vanishes and the Hedar formulae resembles the Hudson-type formulae despite 
the inclusion of permeability. 
3.3.7 Permeability 
The discussion about forces in chapter 2 argued for the importance of perme- 
ability/porosity, tbough no clear importance seemed valid. Regarding stability 
the influence of more permeable structures seems clear. 
Bruun and Johannesson (1974) showed the importance of permeability but the 
influence was not included in any stability fornulae before 1986. Hedar (1960, 
1986) considered two types of structures, an impermeable and a permeable and 
concluded that the permeable structure has the highest stability. 
Later van der Meer (1988) included the permeability by use of a socalled notional 
permeability caefficient P describing the construction of four typical cross sec- 
tions. Generally, the same trend as that found by Hedar (1986) was identified; 
The stabiiity increases with more permeable structures. The quantification of 
the influence of the permeability in terms of the notional permeability coefficient 
is somewhat arhitrary since the choice o£ the P-parameter is a matter of sub- 
jective judgement. 
Structure config. Stability numher, & Percentage 
Impermeable 0.1 
Permeable 0.4 
Collapsing breaker, cot o = 2, N, = 1000, S = Z ,  KD = 2 
Toble 3.3: Inpuence qfpe~meobi l i ty  in relation to the SPM (1984) fannulo. 
Permeable 0.5 
Homogmeous 0.6 
In Table 3.3 the influence of permeability on stability given by Van der Meer 
(1988) is compared with the stability given by the Hudson-type formula. The 
configuration of the considered permeable structure compares very well with the 
structure of Hudson and the stability numbers are of similar size. If an imper- 
meable structure is considered the armour stone diameter should be increased 
by 27% in order to ohtain the same degree of stability. When considering the 
homogeneous structure, i.e. the most permeable, the necessary diameter can be 
decreased by approximately 11%. 
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3.4 Summary on Hydraulic Stability 
The wave height and the structure slope have always been considered the two 
most dominating parameters influencing the stability. Later the influence of the 
wave period was recognized due to its strong relation to the level of up- and 
downrush reached in one wave. To separate between plunging and surging waves 
the wave period was comhined with the structure slope in the surf similarity 
parameter. However, induding the wave penod in the stability formulae changed 
the believed effect of the wave height. Other parameters describing the infiuence 
of duration of wave attack, wave grouping, relative water depth and permeability 
have later been recognized to have some diect on the stability. 
In conclusion, the inflnence of eadi of the parameters on the stability is well 
documented in qualitative terms However, when trying to quantify the influence 
of each parameter the numerous involved strnctural and hydraulic parameters 
make it difficult to separate to influence from each single parameter considered. 
r 
CHAPTER 4 
Investigation of Stability and 
Forces 
The discussion in *ter 3 described the state of the art within the common 
approach af relating the stone weight directly to the wave characteristics. The 
more immediate approach of relating the stone weight to the forces exerted on 
the individual stones was diseussed in chapter 2 and revealed the problems using 
this approach. 
In the present chapter the character of the wave induced loading and the corre- 
lation with the hydraulic stability is investigated based on physical model tests. 
During the winter/spring 1997 a series of physicd model tests have been con- 
ducted at SiNTEF with focus on the hydraulic performance of the single layer 
rubble mound breakwater armour layer. For ful1 reference see Hald and Torum 
(1997). 
The single layer was chosen because this armour layer type is the most frequently 
used breakwater in Norway. firthermore, despit,e the fact that there have been 
several site specific investigations of the single layer breakwaters, e.g. for Sovær 
Fishing Port, Bratteland and Torum (1971) and for Berlevaag Harbour, Kjel- 
strup (1977), only a few systematic investigations have been conducted until 
now. 
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4.1 The Single Layer Breakwater 
Along the Norwegian coastline more than 600 breakwaters have been build since 
1866. Some o€ these breakwaters are located on severelv exoosed locations with " .  
significant wave heights up to 6.5m. The present value of these breakwaters 
is estimated to approximately 4.000 miU. NKr. The far most build breakwater 
type is the socded single layer rubble mound breakwater utilieing only one layer 
of rock in the armour layer. This type of breakwater has developed bom the 
time when heavy equipment was not easily availahle and the armour layer was 
constructed by dumping the stones from the hreakwater crest. 
Many of the older breakwaters in Norway were designed and built hefore any 
good knowledge of wave climate and on breakwater hydraulics was available, i.e. 
hefore the sixties. Thus experience and suhsequent trial-and-error procedures 
were used. 
'ihditionally, the armour layer was constructed by dumping the armour stones 
from the breakwater crest from rail wapans or tnicks. This dumping of the 
- ~.
stones has to some extent heen an art and the result depended dso  on the skills 
of the foreman. If an armour stone did not come into its right position it was 
necessary to use dynamite to blow it away hefore any new stones were placed. 
During the constrnction it was aimed at  placing the stones orderly with the 
longest side almost perpendicular to the filter layer and the smallest area facing 
the waves, but often the result was a random placement. In order to make the 
stones roil in position the dope needed to he fairly steep and typical breakwaters 
were constructed with a slope of 1:1.25 to 1:1.5. 
The period of construction was frequently over several years with longer breaks 
during winter and autumn due to hard weather. The winter storms have settled 
the unfinished breakwater and incurred smali dama~es  to it. Possihle damages 
. 
were suhsequently repaired during the following construction period and the net 
result was an improved stability of the finished breakwater. 
In some cases today hackhoes have been used to place the stones orderly in the 
armour layer. This method can only be applied from a lwel oi apprmimately 
2 m helow LWL hecause of the limited range of the hackhoe. Below this level 
the armaur stones are placed traditionally by dumping from crest. This calls for 
special attention paid to the lower part in order to secure a safe foundation for 
the orderly placed upper part. Recently some of the newer huild breakwaters 
huilt this way have suffered heavy damage. 
4.2 Model Test Setup 
Based on investigations of cross sectional parameters and armour stone charac- 
teristics of the Svartnes, Arviksand and S0rv.z~ (Tmum (1993)) breakwaters a 
3D scale model af 1:30 - 1:40 has been designed. Characteristics of the armour 
stones are given in Tahle 4.1. 
W Armour layer W50 P, l50  SO t50 - 
Ig/cm31 1-1 [mm1 Imml [mm1 [-l 
Arviksand 11.7 t 2.8 2.5 - 0.40 
S0rvær 22.0 t - 1.7 - 
Svartnes 18.0 t - 1.6 - 
Stone type A 152 g 2.7 1.8 80.5 54.1 33.3 0.40 
Stone type B 306 g 2.7 1.9 96.2 67.5 42.0 0.41 
Table 4.1: A m o u r  stone eharoctevisiics. 
The breakwater scale model was composed of a core with stones of 4-8mm, a toe 
of 1 1 8 ~  stones. a filter layer of 6.4g stones and a superstrncture. The filter layer 
stane &e has been designed according CIRIA-CUR (1991) and with a thickness 
of 50mm corresoondine: to 3 4  stone diameters. On the filter laver the armour 
layer was constructed with a constant slope of 1:1.5. Two types of armour stones 
with different mass but similar ~ rad ine  and shaoe characteristics were used. see 
Tahle 4.1, type A and B. The toihas Gen designed to withstand the most severe 
waves in order to avoid reconstrnction after every test. In Fignre 4.1 the model 
cross section is shown. 
Fipre 4.1: Model test cross section. 
The model was installed on a slope of 1:30 in a 54m long and 5m wide basin 
approximately 25m from the wave generator, see Figure 4.2. The breakwater 
head was constructed by rotating the crass section for the trunk 180" around a 
vertical axis through the ceuterline of the model. Opposite the wave generator 
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waves were absorbed an  a parabolic shaped beacb. To damp eventual cross 
modes perforated steel boxes were installed along both basin walls behind the 
breakwater model and in the gap between the model and the wall. 
Figure 4.2: Model test layout. 
Five resistance type wave gauges were used t o  measure the incident wave, see 
Figure 4.2. Three gauges were placedoffshore an a constant water depth of 0.8m 
and two gauges were placed in tbe gap between tbe breakwater model and the 
basin wall an a water depth of 0.4m corresponding to the water depth at the 
toe. To measure the up- and downrush a resistance type gauge was placed an 
the slope. The sampling frequency was kept constant at 20.OHz. Elevation time 
series were andyzed by zerocrossing and spectral analyses and relevant wave 
parameters retrieved. 
4.3. STABILITY OP ARMOUR LAYER 
4.3 Stability of Armour Layer 
4.3.1 Test Programme 
Five different cross sections with five different types of armour stone placements 
were investigated. The tests were performed according to  the test programme in 
Table 4.2. 
3 3% 
A l-layer orderly, 





above level 7 c m  
I I I l 
Test 
runs 
I D I 1 3 % 1  stone type A l-layer randomly below level -7 cm l 
Table 4.2: Test programme for stability inuestigations, 
s, 
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JONSWAP Spectrum with y = 3.0. Each sea state was run for approximately 
2000 waves without any repetitions of the signal. The armour stone placements 
and the sea states correspond to typical Norwegian hreakwaters and typical 
prevailing storm situations in the Norwegian Sea. 
Due to the stochastic nature of the waves and the constructed model all tests 
were repeated up to 3 times in order to provide some statistical sound data. 
4.3.2 Damage Development 
On the trunk profiles were measured by laser for every 10cm over the width 
of the breakwater. Average profiles %(x) were obtained from 10 profiles, corre- 
sponding to a measurable width of O9m. The difference profile A?(x) between 
two individual profiles was calculated so erosion becomes negative, i.e. 
AZ(x) = %+i (x) - %(x) 
Exarnples of representative damage profiles are shown in Figure 4.3- 4.5. 
Pigure 4.3: Domage profile for order$ ploced stones on trrrnk, s ,  = 3% 
The damage in Figure 4.3 begins above SWL by displacement of single stones 
from the armour layer followed by down-slope rolling of the stones. When the 
wave height increases the damage develops by displacement af more and more 
stones from the armour layer. As the stones are moved from the armour layer the 
remaining stones in the armour layer begin to turn downwards. in  some cases 
the armour stones are hindered from turning by a high d e ~ e e  ofinterlocking and 
support from neighhouring stones. When sufficient stones have been displaced or 
turned downwards the high degree of support decreases and failure is inevitable. 
4.3. STABILITY OP ARMOUR LAYER 
Figtlre 4.4: Damage pmfile for randomly plneed stones on t m k ,  s ,  = 3%. 
For the randomly placed armour layer in Figure 4.4 the damage begins around 
SWL as a result o€ large settlements of the armour layer below water level. In 
single tests a long transverse fissure just above SWL with a width of 2-4cm was 
ohserved. An increase in wave height resulted in displacement of more and more 
stones in the area around SWL. When armour stones were disolaced. the stones 
above suhsequently rolled or slide down to fil1 up the gab. This is a result of the 
relative steep slope and the little degree of interlocking present when placing the 
stones randomly in a single layer 
Figure 4.5: Damage ~ m f i l e  for combined ploeernent rnethod, type Cb, s ,  = 5%. 
For the combined placement method, type Cb, in Figure 4.5 the damage initiate 
in the transition between the upper orderly and the lower randomly placed part. 
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From this level and below stones are displaced from the randomly placed part 
up til1 a certain damage level. After reaching this damage level the orderly part 
s t u t s  t o  slide. This overall behaviour is representative for all of the combined 
methods. However more a specific discussion is left to paragraph 4.3.6. 
4.3.3 Damage Registration 
The damage was registered by connting the accumulated number of moved stones 
N,,, and by calculating the average eroded area A, after each sea state run. The 
stones included in N,,, were defined as the stones moved more than one D,s~  
from tbeir original position and the stones that does not have a stabilizing effect 
The average eroded area was calculated by integration of negative values of 
AZ(x) between the toe and the breakwater crest. 
The damage level S was then calculated by 
Physically S can be interpreted as the number of squares with the length D,so 
that fits into the average eroded area. 
As a comparison between the two damage measures, i.e. the counting and the 
profiliug metbod, the equivalent number of stones moved Nms corresponding t a  
the measured damage level S was calculated. 
wbere 
1 : Length of measurable part of trunk section, i.e. O.9m 
n : Poiosity of armour layer, n = 0.4 
For smal1 degrees of damage the counting method is considered tbe most reliable 
since the prafiling also includes settling while profiling is considered better for 
large= degrees of damage when counting is more difficult. 
Corresponding to the accumulated number of moved stones after each sea state 
the percentage damage NoaD and Nd = that represents the numher of 
stones moved in a down-slope row with the diameter Dnso were calculated. 
4.3. STABILITY OF ARMOUR LAYER 
The reason for using two damage measures is that the total number of stones 
in the armour layer is different for tested cross sections. E.g. when comparing 
the orderly and the randomly placed armour layers the same percentage damage 
corresponds to the same amount of erosion, but a dserent nnmber of displaced 
stones. Same Nd gives same number of displaced stones but different eroded 
area. 
4.3.4 Stability of Orderly Placed Stones 
In Figure 4.6 the damage development far orderly placed stones on the tmnk is 
shown for the wave steepness of 3% and the wave steepness of 5%, respectively. 
Figure 4.6: Darnnge development for  orderly plaeed stones on tnink, 
s, = 3% (lefi) and s ,  = 5% (nght). 
Rom Figure 4.6 only little spreading between repeated tests and no or only 
little influence of wave steepness is observed. Generally the damage develops 
slowly. Considering a damage level of 5% the stability number is approximately 
2.3 which corresponds to astability coefficient KD in the Hudson formuia of 8.1. 
4.3.5 Stability of Randomly Placed Stones 
In Figure 4.7 the damage development for randomly placed stones on the trunk 
is shown for the wave steepness of 3% and the wave steepness of 5%, respectively. 
From Figure 4.7 only little spreadiug between repeated tests and only little 
influence of wave steepness is observed. Opposite the orderly placed armour 
layer the damage development for the randomly placed armour layer is very 
rapid. Considering a damage level of 5% the stability number is approxiniately 
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Figure 4.7: Damage development for randomly placed stones o n  trunk, 
sm = 3% (left) and s ,  = 5% (right). 
1.05 for a steepness of 3% and 1.1 for a steepness of 5% which corresponds to a 
stability coefficient Ko in the Hudson formula of 0.8 and 0.9, respectively. 
4.3.6 Stability of Armour with Combined Placement 
Methods 
Figure 4.84.9 depicts the damage development for the tests with orderly placed 
armour stones on top of an armour layer constructed by randomly placed stones. 
For a more complete description of the combined placement methods it is referred 
to Table 4.2. 
in Figure 4.8 the damage development for the construction type Ca (left) and 
Cb (right) is shown for a wave steepness of 5%. 
For the construction type Ca the stone type A have been used in both the orderly 
and in the randomly placed armour layer. In Figure 4.8 (left) a slow damage 
dwelopment is seen. However, this is not a true picture of the behaviour since 
sliding of the orderly placed part starts at a certain damage level a s  previously 
described. At a damage level of 5% the stability number is 1.6 corresponding to 
a stability coeflicient of 2.7. 
For the construction type Cb the stone type B have replaced stones type A in 
the randomly placed lower part o€ the armour layer in type Ca. The damage 
development for type Cb is shown in Figure 4.8 (right). Compared to the Ca- 
type the behaviour of the armour layer is similar: Almost same slow damage 
development of the lower randomly placed armour layer followed by a rapid 
damage development of the upper orderly placed armour layer. At a damage 
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Figure 4.8: Dnmoge deudopment for combined plocement rnethods, type Co (left) 
ond Cb (right), closed = stone type A,  open = stone type B. 
level of 5% the stability nurnber is 1.2 corresponding to a stability coeffiuent of 
1.2. This level is significantly lower than for type Ca since the transition between 
the two methods of placement is at  a higher level, see Table 4.2. 
In Figure 4.9 the damage development for the construction method D is shown 
for a wave steepness of 3%. 
Figure 4.9: Domoge development for combined plocement method, type D, 
elosed = stone type A, open = stone type B. 
The construction method D differs from the C-types by the use of only one 
layer of stones in the randomly placed lower part o£ the armour layer and when 
comparing the way damage develops a more rapid damage development for the 
randomly placed part and amore slowly developed damage for the orderly placed 
part is observed. This is due to the lager settlements related to the single 
layer randomly placed armour layer. Corresponding to 5% damage the stability 
number is more or less similar with the Cb-type. 
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4.3.7 Overall Stability Performance 
The stability performance of the placement methods A-D is summarized in Ta- 
ble 4.3 in terms of stability number and coefficient corresponding to 5% damage 
and Nd = 1. For comparison the KD-coefficient for a conventional two-layer 
rubble mound breakwater is in the order of 2 4  following the recommendations 
in SPM (1984). 
Method N x n  = 5% Nd = l 
B 1.1 0.9 1.3 1.5 
Ca 1.6 2.7 1.6 2.7 
Cb 1.2 1.2 - - 
I) 1.1 0.9 - - 
Table 4.3: Stnbility perfomanee af  placement methods A-D. 
The low stability ohtained when placing the stanes randomly as in method B is 
a result of the settlements of the armour layer causing stones to be isolated from 
neighbouring stones. Once isolated gravity is the only remaining stabilising force. 
The settlements are not so severe when placing two iayers of stoues randornly 
since stones seldom become isolated and there will always exist some support 
from the neighbouring stones. The large increase in stability when using tbe 
placement method A in relation to the conventional two-layer rubble mound 
breakwater is a result of the very high degree of friction and support between 
the individual stones. In this case the settlements are not severe since the method 
of placing the stones does not allow the stones to rearrange. 
4 .4 .  WAVE INDUCED LOADING 
4.4 Wave Induced Loading 
4.4.1 Wave Force Registration 
For measuring forces a single stone was selected and a reprint was made in coated 
plastic foam and succeedingly mounted on a force transducer able to measure 
two force directions. The force transducer was designed and manufactured by 
MARINTEK A/S, SINTEF, see Fignre 5.4. The principle of the transducer is 
measuring shear strain in different cross sections enabling measurements of the 
force both parallel and normal to tbe slope. To avoid any contact witb neigh- 
bouring stones a chiken wire was wrapped around the mounted stone with a 
distance of approximately l cm. The reprint was made in order to increase the 
natural frequency of the loading system enough to be ahle to measure possi- 
ble impact forces. After monnting the stone a natura1 frequency in water of 
approximately 150Hz was obtained. 
Figum 4.10: SINTEF forre tmnsducer with model stose rnoimted. 
The force transducer with mounted stone was placed in four positipns over the 
slope as shown in Figure 4.11. Also the definition of force directions is shown. 
Before positioning, the force transducer was calibrated in dry canditions up to 
500 g. 
Both tests with regular waves and irregular waves were conducted with the trans- 
ducer positioned in all four positions. For regular waves a wave steepness of 3% 
and of 5% was tested by increasing the wave height in three steps: 9.0 cm, 12.0cm 
and 15.0cm. For irregular waves the wave height was kept constant at 13.5cm 
STABILITY AIVD FORCES 
\ /km 
L 
FVJW 4 li Poszt~on offorce tmnsducer and posrhue dswct%on @f forces 
for botb steepnesses Forces were sampled at 500 OHz and subsequently lowpass 
filtered with a mtoff frequeqcy of Z50 OH2 for reguIar waves, and a t  sampled 
40 O Hz and subsequently lowpass filtered with a eut& frequency of 20.0 Hz for 
irregular waves 
In the measured force time series maxima and minima oeaks have been deter- 
miri%d by zerocrorsing, ?.nd!yses of ,.li? tiine derivative d \\..e nieasuieil furce time 
series. Tn urder to derermine onlr indeiirrdei~r ~eaks. reiiufere<l oeaks wit!iin a 
desired filter width are sorted out leaving onIy one pe& withm one wave period. 
4.4.2 Wave Force Gharacteristics 
Measured force chasacteristics are shown in Figure 4 12-13 Generakly, force 
characteristics are invariant with varylng wave height within the tested range 
wby only results from tests wrth H = i5.0cm are presented 
Companng Figure 4.12 and 4.13 somewhat lages forces are observed for a steep- 
ness of 3% Also notice that the largest forces occur 10 em below and 10 cm above 
SWL (in position 1 and 3) despite that the waves break directly upon the stone 
positioned in SWL (m position 2). 
4 .4 .  WAVE INDUCED LOADING 
Sample time series 
Figure 4.12: Sample n o n o l  and pornllel force time series for s ,  = 3%, H = 15cm. 
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j ! Sample time series 
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4.4.3 Regular Wave Induced Loading 
To illustrate how the total force and corresponding direction varies down the 
dope all combinations of normal and parallel force at different time steps within 
one test are plotted in a (x,y)-coordinate system - a socalled hodograph. As the 
total force varies in each direction, the average force within intervals of 5" was 
calculated. In Figure 4.14 hodographs for each position and each combination 
of wave height and penod are shown. F p  
p" 
FP 
Figure 4 .13 :  Sample normal ond pomllel foree t ime series for  s ,  = 5%, H = 15em. 
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Figure 4 .14:  Xodogmphs based on F,  at position 1-4 fol. regular uioves 
Generally, the shape of each hodograph for all combinations of wave height and 
period within each position is very similar, c.f. Figure 4.14. The largest forces 
occur below and above SWL in position 1 and 3. In position 1 the dominating 
forces are either directed outwards and down-slope or inwards and up-slope. In 
position 2 the forces are smaller and of more or less the same magnitude in all 
directions. Further up-slope in position 3 the largest forces occur in up slope 
direction and mainly parallel to the slope. In position 4 the force is of the same 
character as in position 3 but only smaller. 
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The most interesting forces are the destabilizing forces in outward directions 
and in order to get an impression of the verticd distribution dong the slope 
three outward directions are selected: 45' down-slope, 90' slope normal and 45" 
up-slope, see Figure 4.15. 
Figure 4.15: Verticol distebution of outwa7.d direeted meon force F, 
based on regular wove tests, H = 15ern. 
Considering Figure 4.15 it is observed that each position except 0.25 times the 
water depth above SWL, i.e. position 3, the force magnitude is of the same order 
of magnitude for all directions. In position 3 the force increases as the direction 
becomes more upward directed. 
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4.4.4 Irregular Wave Induced Loading 
Regarding irregular wave induced forces the same characteristics as for regular 
waves are observed within each individud wave cycle. As for the regular wave 
tests force hodographs are plotted for the four positions, but opposite the regular 
wave tests the average force is no longer of interest since only a fraction of the 
waves are large euough to induce forces able to remove stones from the armour 
layer. Therefore the average of the highest 11250 of the force peaks is used 
as a representative parameter. This parameter is termed Of course it 
could be argued that another fraction such as 1/50 should be used but the same 
conclusions are reached with this parameter as with F,/25u. In Figure 4.16 the 
force hodographs in all four positions are depicted. 
Position 1: Position 2: 
- * = a %  - r = 3 %  
S i $ %  
1 0  
Figure 4.16: Hodogrnphs based on F i at position 1-4 for irregular waves m 
The shape of the hodographs presented in Figure 4.16 corresponds very well with 
the hodographs obtained with regular waves and the same condusions apply. 
Regarding the vertical distribution of the total force acting away from the slope 
the distributions are presented in Figure 4.17. 
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Figure 4.17: Vertieol diskibution of outward directed peak force F& 
based on irregular waue tests, H, = 13.5 cm. 
The displayed forces are somewhat higher than the regular wave induced forces 
but still it is observed that the largest forces occur approximately one fourth 
water depth above and one fourth water depth below SWL. 
6.5. COMPARISON OF STABILITY AND FORCES 
4.5 Comparison of Stability and Forces 
Different methods of placing the armour stones in the armour layer have been 
investigated, see Table 4.2 and the stability performance is presented in Table 4.3. 
The highest degree of stability is obtained by placing the stones orderly. This 
placement method more than doubles the stability in terms of the Hudson-type 
stability coefficient compared to the conventional random placement method in 
two layers. Placing the stones randomly in ane layer a very low stability oi 
approximately one third of the stability obtained by the conventional method is 
found. Generally, no influence of steepness was observed. 
Comparing video recordings and photos from the model tests it is observed tbat 
for the randomly placed stones, damage is initiated below SWL. However, for 
the orderly placed stones damage is initiated above SWL. 
With respect to the wave induced forces on single armour stones the normal and 
the parallel force have been measured in 4 positions over the slope. Both tests 
with regular and irregular waves have been conducted with two wave steepnesses. 
In SWL large slarnming forces of short duration were observed. Large outward 
directed forces were identified both above and below SWL. The influence of wave 
period was little as was the case for the stability tests whereas the influence of 
wave height was significant in some cases, especially in the positions above and 
below SWL. 
Relating the stability observations to the force measurements it is interesting to 
see that only in the case of random placements, the downward directed force is 
able to remove the individual stones from their original position. This downward 
directed force is not sufficient to remove any stones when placed orderly because 
of the higher degree of interlocking and support from neighbouring stones. In this 
case high normal/upward forces are required to remove any stone. These forces 
are present above SWL in position 3, especially in the 45" upslope direction. 
CHAPTER 5 
Investigation of Waves and Forces 
Following chapter 4 the present chapter is devoted to investigate the correlation 
between the lo ad in^ and the characteristics of the waves inducina the loads in 
order to obtain a relationship between governing parameters. 
The present chapter describes the detaiis of a parametric study of the wave 
induced loading to various wave conditions. To investigate the influence of the 
different parameters describing the waves, a series of model tests have been 
designed and conducted at  AAU. The influence on the wave forces is shown and 
finally models describing the wave force in three directions are presented. 
5.1 Model Tests 
A typical breakwater model was designed enabling the wave forces on a single 
armour stone to be measured as waves act on the slope. The model was con- 
structed with the additional aim of being able to reproduce the same internal 
structural characteristics when rebuild, i.e. make the tests reproducible so only 
the character of the waves intiuence the wave forcec. In light of this tbe crest 
height was chosen to prevent overtopping. 
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5.1.1 Model Setup 
All tests were conducted in a 1.6m wide and 26m long wave Bume. The break- 
water model test section of 0.6m width was installed with a sloping foreshore 
of 1:100 in front in one side of the 0ume and a wave guidance walls limited 
the breakwater model to the other side leaving a gap of 1.0m width. Behind 
the breakwater model a spending beach with a slope of approximately 1:5 was 
constructed of gravel, see Figure 5.1. 
Figure 5.1:  Outline of breakwoter model setup in Rume. 
wave 
maker 
Eight resistance type wave gauges were installed; Two pair offshore close to 
the paddle, three locally in front of the breakwater model, and one in the gap 
beside the model. The two pair of offshore gauges were used for both active wave 
absorption and data acquisition. For active absorption elevation time series were 
sampled at  40.OHz and for data acquisition elevation time series were sampled 
at  20.OHz. 
- - . . . . 
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The breakwater model was constructed with a core material having an average 
stone diameter of approximately 6mm, a filter layer with stones of diameters 
varying between 15-20mm with a width of 50mm, and an armour layer placed in 
two layers with an average stone mass Wso = 352g corresponding to a equivalent 
cube length of 51mm. Armour stone characteristics are sbown in Figure 5.2. 




Figure 5.2: A m o u r  stone mass distrabution. 
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5.1.2 Force Transducer and Mounting Frame 
From the armour stones a single stone of average size was picked and a reprint 
was made in coated plastic foam. The mass of the reprint was 92.2g compared 
to the average mass of 352g. Following the model stone was attached to one end 
of a 8mm diameter steel rod and mounted to a force transducer designed and 
manufactured by AAU, see Figure 5.3. The force transducer is measuring normal 
strain in two cross sections making it possible to calculate the dope normal and 
slope parallel force acting on the stone wben placed in the breakwater model. 
Eight strain gauges were mounted in each cross section, two on each side, and 
connected to form two wheatstone bridges. This configuration secure that the 
influence of bending in the plane and torsion on the measured strain is elirninated 
The transducer and stone was mounted in an U-shaped metal beam h e d  to the 
side walls and bottom in a metal frame. To avoid wave action directly on tbe 
transducer an aluminum hox enclose the transducer. The mounting frame was 
placed directly on the core and succeedingly the filter material was placed with 
in the frame. Onto the mounting frame (including the U-heam and filter layer) 
perforated metal sheets were attached and armour stones were placed directly 
on the sheets. To avoid any contact between the model stone and neighbouring 
armour stones, the neighbouring stones were glued together onto the perforated 
metal sheet. The measurim system was designed for this specific study and u .  - 
in Figure 5.4 the model stone and force transducer mounted in the frame is 
shown. A mare detailed illustration of each step in the sampling procedure of 
the measuring system is found in Appendii A. 




Fzpure J 3 Force transducer wtth model stone mounted, 
The force transducer with mounted stone wai calibrated in both diy and wet 
conditions under static conditions with hads up to 500g. Calibration was k* 
quently Checked and fouad to remain stable, see Appendix A. After mounthg 
the stone and transducer a natural frequency 14 water oi approxrmatdy 6.2Hz 
with a damping ratio of O 4 was obtauied, see Appendix A 
These characteristics seems sutFiaent for measuring theloading below aad above 
CWL since impactrTike forces occurring around SWL were nnable to cause stone 
motion. Tests in Chapter 4 with a much htgher natwal frequency showed that 
o n b  when the wava broke directly on the stme impract-like forces were present. 
Force time series wete sampled at 20.0 Hz and subsequmtly loarpas filtered with 
a nitoffrequeecy ~f 10.OHz. An exploratory test repeating the control signal to 
Che mave generator and varying the sample frequency sliowed very little vanation 
in the measured force time series. 
5.1. MODEL TESTS 
Figure 5.4: Model done and forne tmnsducer mounted in fmme. 
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5.1.3 Wave Generation 
~ h e  waves were generated according to the JONSWAP Spectrum. The applied 
version, specified in the Danish Code of Practice (DS-449 (1983)), is a three- 
parameter spectrum defined by the signiiicant wave height H,, the peak fre  
quency fp and the peak enhancement factor y. 
1.4 5 2 4 -5 , S(f )  = --H, f,f y exp 
Y 16 
where 
rr = exp [ -- (:;;y2] 
Since eq. (5.1) only gives the correct target wave height when y = 3.3, the spec- 
trum was modified for other values of y by addingfsubtracting cnergy uniformly 
distributed over tbe entire frequency range. 
Control signals were generated by the software padrage PROFWACO (Frigaard 
et al. (1993)). The control signals were calculated by convolution of a white noise 
signal through a digital filter with characteristics of eq. (5.1). White noise signal 
were generated by a build-in random uumber generator, and different elevation 
time series with identical spectrai wave parameters were generated by applying 
different seed numbers. By filtering of white noise very iong time series can be 
generated without any repetition of the signal. 
As rather non-linear waves are foreseen, coutrol signals correct to secoud order 
were calculated in order to avoid generation of spurious sub- and superharmonic 
waves (see Schaffer (1996) for a comprehensive historicai summary). For on- 
line generation of the non-linear waves the secoud order control signals were 
calculated by non-linear filters, see H0gedal et al. (1994), impiemented in the 
software package PROFWACO, see Fiigaard et al. (1993). 
To avoid the incident wave trains from beiug infiltrated by re-reflected waves 
from the wave paddle an active wave absorption system was applied in combi- 
nation with the wave generation. This system was controlled by the software 
package AWASYS (Frigaard (1993)). The system is based on real time separa- 
tion of the wave field in incident and reflected waves and is operated by on-line 
signals from a pair of wave gauges in front of the paddle. An evaluation of the 
performance is given in Hald and Frigaard (1997). 
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5.2. DATA REDUCTION AND ANALYSIS 
5.1.4 Test Programme 
Three different dope angles with the stone mounted in two positions, one 10cm 
below SWL and one 1Ocm above SWL, were investigated. The tests were per- 
formed according to the conditions in Table 5.1. 
Table 5.1: Test progmrnme ond identifier for investigation of forces, 
Each test was composed of the conditions in the header of Table 5.1. E.g. the 
test hlabab4 was performed on a 1:2 slope with the stone positioned -10.0cm 
below SWL and ht = 30.0cm, y = 3.3, sno = 3.0%, H = 12.5cm. 
In total 133 tests were conducted and all tests were run for a duration of 2000 
waves. The wave height was increased from 5.0cm is steps of 2.5cm up til1 
15.0cm and the corresponding peak period was calculated from the wave steep- 
ness s,o. 
5.2 Data Reduction and Analysis 
Offshore and local elevation time series were used to separate incident and r e  
flected waves. A time domain reflection analysis procedure given by Frigaard 
and Brorsen (1995) was implemented in the software packqe used for analyzing 
the elevation time series. In short, two elevation signals ase phase shifted in 
sucb a way that the incident parts are in phase while the reflected parts of the 
signals are in mutual opposite phase. Hereby the sum of the two manipulated 
signals is proportional to and in phase with the incident wave. By amplifying 
the summation signal the actuai incident wave is found. The implementation of 
the principle is done in the time domain using digital filters. 
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From $he 4 gauges offshore twa estimates of the incident wave were calculated 
whereas two estimates were calculated from the 3 local gauges. The local ele- 
vation time series were phase shiited an additional phase, corresponding to the 
distance from wave gauges to the the model stone, in order to achieve a time 
series at the ~osi t ion of the model stone. Both oahore and locally one elevation 
time series was obtained for further andysis by averaging the relevant estimated 
incident elevation time series. 
Each incident elevation time series were suhsequently analyzed by speetral and 
zerocrossing analysis to achieve the energy and the wave height distributions. 
Spectrd estimates were hased on FFT of subseries with a window length of 1024 
data points and 10% overlap. Zerocrossing estimates were hased on the average 
value of the zerodown- and the zeroup-crossing estimates. Also the groupiness 
factor GF, the groupiness factor function GF(t)  and the wave envelope E(t)  
were calculated hased on the Hilbert transform technique described in enclosure 
1. The groupiness factor function is calculated as the groupiness factor in a 
moving data window of a length corresponding to one average period of the 
respective time series. 
Force time series were analyzed solely in the time domain. Maxima peaks within 
each wave cycle were determined by zerocrossing of the time derivative of the 
measured force time series. To determine only independent peaks, registered 
peaks within a desired filter width have been sorted out leaving only ane peak 
within one wave period. Rom the peak distribution characteristic parameters 
were retrieved. Furthermore, the varyiug magnitude and direction of the force 
was analyzed by plotting combinations of the normal and the parallel force in 
a hodograph. The hodographs were constructed by dividing the entire angular 
space in intervals o€ 10' leaving only 36 directions. In e& direction the dis- 
tribution of the resulting force was calculated and 3 force estimates retrieved; 
F,lzs, F l p 5 0  and F,,,. The parallel force is being defined as positive when 
acting upslope and the normal force is being positive when acting outwards as 
in Figure 4.10. 
Both wave and force analyses were implemented in a software p a h g e  tailor- 
made for this specific investigation. Examples of analyses from test blahab4 are 
shown in Figure 5.5-5.6. From the analyses different characteristic wave and 
force parameters have been retrieved and listed in Appendix B. 
5.2. DATA REDIJCTION AND ANALYSIS 
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CHAPTER 5. INVESTIGATION OF WAVES AND FORCES 5.3. CHARACTER OF WAVES 
5.3 Character of Waves 
The effect of shoaling and breaking on the wave pararneters is described by the 
correlation between local and offshore wave steepness as shown in Figure 5.8. 
Both the average period and the peak period are depicted showing the same 
trends. Generally, both the local and the offshore steepnesses agree well for low 
values indicating that the change in water depth does not change both the wave 
height and the period. This complies well with the simple shoaling theory when 
no breaking takes place. For high values the local steepness is somewhat lower 
than the offshore steepness due to breaking of the highest waves during shoaling. 
With the data points based on the peak period being more scattered the average 
period will be used for further comparison. 
Pigure 5.8: Comlation between loeal steepness and &hore steepness based on 
nuerage ond peok penod. 
Characteristics ofthe local waves in line with model stone are shown in Figure 5.9 
and 5.10 in terms of the rate of dispersion and the rate of non-linearity. 
Figure 5.9: Influence sf rote af  dispersion H, /h  on H,,, and 
Figure 5.10: Iquence  of rote of non-lineority hlL, on H,. ond H,,,,. 
Generally, the largest waves break making the wave height estimates decrease 
as tbe ratio H , / h  increases toward the breaking limit. The effect of the ratio 
of non-linearity hlL, is that the maximum wave heights tend to  decreare as 
the wave length increases. However, due to the strong correlation between wave 
height and wave period, this is not only an effect of wave length but more an 
effect wave breaking. 
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In Fiaure 5.11 the correlation between two characteristic wave height pararneters 
and che groupiness factor is depicted for all tests. Generally, thé height of the 
highest waves seems to be independent of the groupiness factor. 
Figure 5.11: Comelotion between groilpines8 factor G F  and wave height 
H,,, ond Hilso. 
I 5.4 Wave Forces below SWL 
5.4.1 Character of Forces 
A study (.f rlie individual probabiliry disrribiitit>ns 21 the individual force peaks 
in eacli fc,rcc. record iriilicare [hat a Cumbel iliairibulior is sutt;iblr for dtiscribine: 
u 
the peak force. 
An example of a probability distribution curve for test blabaa4 is given in Fig- 
ure 5.12. Also maximum likelihood estimates of the coefficients in the Gumbel 
distribution P and y are given in terms of average vaiues p m d  standard devia- 
tions o and the correlation coefficient R2. 
0.001 , 
e 
Data from blabaad 





P 0.45 0.05 
y 0.73 0.04 
p 0.99 0.01 
Pigure 5.19: Ezomple of probo6ility distribution oftest biabod ond 
estimated Gumbel pnmmeters. 
Generally, a good fit is obtained with a correlation coefficient of 0.99 f 0.01 
except for low values of the force where a threshold value y of 0.73 f 0.04 is esti- 
rnated. Largest variations are observed for the scaiing factor 0, but no significmt 
pattern in the variations w% found. Another promisinp candidate distribution 
is the Weibull distribution. However tbis distribution ;as unable to fit all the 
conducted tests and it tended to underpredict the highest waves. 
In excess of the magnitude of the peak force also information conceming force 
components in other directions are of interest. Representative force hodographs 
are shown in Figure 5.13-5.18 for selected tests. 
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0.0 -1.5 0.0 1.5 3.0 
Parallel force, F,,,, [N] 
-3.0 -1.5 0.0 1.5 3.0 
Parallel force. F,, [N] 
(a) s,o = 1% (b) s,o = 5% 
Figure 5.13: Force hodogrophs far tests with varying waue height and steepness. 
Constant slope=1:1.5, h = 0.3 m, y = 3.3. 
Parallel force, F, [N] 
(a) spe = 1% 
. 
Paailel farce, F,, [N] 
Fqum 5.14: Force hodogmphs for tests with uarying wave hetght ond steepness. 
Constant sloge=I:1.5, h = 0.5 m, y = 3.3. 
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-3.0 
Figure 5.15: Force hodogrophs for tests with varying waue height and steepness. 
Constont slope=l:Z, h = 0.3 m, y = 3.3. 
-3.0 
-3.0 -1.5 0.0 1.5 3.0 3.0 -1.5 0.0 1.5 3.0 
Parallel force. F,, [N] Parallel force. F, [N] 
-3.0 -1.5 0.0 1.5 3.0 4.0 -1.5 0.0 1.5 3.0 
Parallel force, F,. [N] Parallel force, F,,-, [N] 
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Figure 5.16: Force hodogmphs for tests with varying wnve height and steepness. 
Constant slope=l:Z, h = 0.5 m, y = 3.3. 
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~ ~ 
-3.0 -1.5 0.0 1.5 3.0 -3.0 -1.5 0.0 1.5 3.0 
Parallel farce, Fjas [N] Parallel force, F,nsa [N] 
Pigugure 5.17: Force hodogrnphs for tests with vorying woue height &,,d steepness. 
Constont slope=l:3, h = 0.3 m, y = 3.3. 
Parallel force, Fim, [N] Parallel force, F,,, IN] 
(a) sPo = 1% (b) s.o = 5% 
Figum 5.18: Force hodogmphsfor tests with unrying wave height and steepness 
Constont slope=l:3, h = 0.5 m, y = 3.3. 
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Typically, a large force is directed upward. This force reduced in magnitude as 
the direction turns from the m k m u m  direction over the slope nonnal direction 
and down to the dope parallel direction. All inward directed force directions are 
of relatively smal1 magnitude except for the tests with longer waves on steeper 
slopes. A more detailed discussion regarding variations for the different condi- 
tions is let? to the succeeding paragraphs. 
A matter that is not depicted in Figure 5.13-5.18 is that the shape of each 
individual hodograph only varies a little depending on which forces estimate 
that is considered. E.g. simiiar shape is obtain when considering Fllz50 and 
-%/25. 
For further analyses the force estimate FIl25o is extracted from the measurements 
and three force components are seleded: 
The peak force: Magnitude in peak direction. 
The 90' force: Magnitude in 90' slope normal and outward direction. 
The 45' force: Magnitude in 45' down slope and outward direction. 
Above directions are chosen to be representative of a destabilizing force necessary 
to initiate motion of an armonr stone. The three components are d l  outward 
directed and covers both lifting as well as u p  and downslope motion of the 
stones. 
The characteristic directions of the peak force are s b m n  in Figure 5.19 whereas 
the correiation between the peak force and the 90' force as well as the 45" force 
is shown in Figure 5.20. 
Rom Figure 5.19 the direction is seen to vary mainly between 115" and 165' . 
Depending on the slope angle of the structure the peak force acts almost verti- 
cally upwards with a smdl tendency to act upslope. 
From Figure 5.20 a strong correlation between the peak and the 90' force is 
observed. This correlation probably occur because the mechanism causing both 
forces is the same. When tbe downrush meets the next wave a strong reversal 
of the flow occur changing the force direction from being downward and slope 
parallel to being upward and slope parallel. The correlation between the peak 
and the 45' force is more scattered which probably is because the 45' force is 
more influenced by the downrush than the two other components. 
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75 
0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 
Peak force, F [N] 
Figure 5.19: Comlation between dimction B ond mngnitude F,., 








0 0  
0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 
Peakforce, F, (N] 
(a)  9Pslope nomolforce Filzso ond 
Peok force Filzso.  
0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 
Peak force. [NI 
(b) 450douin slape farce ond 
peok force 
Figum 5.20: Correlotion betuieen the peak force ond the g r a n d  45Dforce. 
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5.4.2 Influence of Wave Height 
In Figure 5.21-5.23 the iniiuence of wave height on the three force component is 
depicted. Both the influence of H, and HIjZO is given to illustrate the influence 
of wave height when considering different wave height estimates. 
of wove height on SVforce. 
H, (cm1 H,EO (cm1 
Figure 5.22: Infience of wave height on 4 9 f o x e .  
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Figure 5.23: Inpuence of waue height on peak force 
All plots show some scatter as the considered forces not only depend on the 
height af the waves. However, the overall trend is almost linear, i.e. an increase 
in wave height will cause a similar increase in wave force. The linear trend does 
not change when using instead of H,. This conclusion also holds for the 
estimates H I ~ I O ,  Hilso, H250 and HISO. 
5.4.3 Influence of Slope 
From Figure 5.21-5.23 no clear influence of the dope angle can be observed when 
considering tbe overall set of data. However a more close inspection of the plots 
in Figure 5.21-5.23 indicate that on the steepest slope the largest forces always 
occnr whereas the smallest forces occur on the flatter slopes. A more distinct 
influence of the slope angle can be observed when separating between surging 
and plunging waves, see Figure 5.24. Below the iduence is summarized for the 
three force components: 
The 90'force is almost constant with varying slope angle for surging waves 
and decreases as the slope flattens for plunging waves. 
The 45' force decreases regressively as the slope becomes more flat. Almost 
no differences between surging and plunging waves is observed. 
The peak force is almost independent of breaker type on the steepest slope. 
From here the surging waves produce larger forces and the plunging waves 
prodnce smaller forces as the slope flatten. 
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0 0  1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 
cot a [-l 
( a )  Influence os SVfome 
cot a [ l  
(b)  Influence on 4Pforee 
0 0  1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 
cot a [-l 
( c )  Inflnence o" peok force 
rtgure 5.24: Influence of dope angle on waue induced forre. 
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5.4.4 Influence of Wave Period - Surf Similarity 
Parameter 
In Figure 5.25-5.27 the infiuence of wave period and surf similarity parameter on 
the three force component is depicted. The influeuce is illustrated by normalizing 
the measured force with H,. 
Figure 5.25: Ifience of wave period and surf similanty pammeter an 9Pforce. 
Figure 5.26: In,4uence of wave period and surf similanty parameter on 450force 
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0.40 , 0.40 I I I 0.30ri1t1 









Figure 5.27: Inpuence of wave penod ond surf similority pammeter on peak force. 
After normalizing some scatter still prevail and generally all three force compo- 
nents seems to  be independent of both wave period and surf similarity parameter. 
However some average tendencies can still be derived when separating between 
surging and plunging waves: 
The 90Dforce is almost independent of wave period especially for surging 
waves. In plunging waves a slight increase with period is seen. Generally, 
the characteristics are similar to  those of the peak force. 
The 45Oforce is independent of wave period. The only dependency of the 
surf similarity parameter is due to  the varying slope angle. 
The peak force shown some increase with period in plunging waves and is 
almost independent of period in surging waves. The influence of period in 
plunging waves is more pronounced than for the 90" force. 
With respect to tbe force dependency on the surf similarity parameter, the con- 
sidered force components tend to maximize in the region (,, = 3 - 4. It is also 
within this region minimum stability occur as discussed in chapter 3. 
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5.4.5 Influence of Water Depth 
l 
I The water depth in itself is not a good parameter and has therefore been included 
in the rate of dispersion H./ht and rate of non-linearity h , / L ,  as discussed in 
paragraph 2.1.2. In Figure 5.28-5.30 the influence on the three force components 
is given. 
, . 
0 0  0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 
H, l h, [-l h, l Lm 1-1 
Figure 5.28: Inpuence of mte of dispersion ond non-linearity on 9Ooforce. 
Figure 5.29: Influence of rate of dispersion and non-rinineority on 450foree. 
Figarc 5.30: IMuence o3 mte af disperston and non-linearity on p a k  force. 
Generaily, with respect to plunging waves aJ plots show no or only poor influence 
of the two considered pararneters and thus also of the water depth. On the other 
hand the influence is somewhat different in surging waves: Both the 9O"and 
the peak force decrease with decreasing water depth whereas the 45" force is not 
influence by the water depth. With the 90" and thepeak forces beingproduced by 
the reversal af the flow when dawnmsh meets the succeeding wave, the decreasing 
effect on tbese two forces might be caused by the deaccelerating effect the limited 
water depth has on the downrushing watu;. Due to the poor iu8uence of HJht  
and h t / L ,  the influence of the Ursell number will also be poor. 
Please note that the discussed influence is only valid with the range of non- 
breaking to breaking waves close to the breaking criterion. The iduence above 
H , / h  > 0.5, Le. in broken waves, might be significantly different. 
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5.4.6 Influence of Peak Enhancement Factor 
In Figure 5.31 the influence of peak enhancement factor in the JONSWAP spec- 
trurn on the three force component is depicted. Generally, the three components 
appear to be almost independent of the peak enhancement factor although both 
the 90°and the peak force tend to minimize at the value 3.3. 
( a )  Intiuence on 9Pf-e 
(e) Inpuence on p a k  j a r e  
Fipure 5.31: Inpuence of peak enhancement on woue induced foree. 
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l 5.4.7 Influence of Groupiness 
In Figure 5.32 the influence of the groupiness factor on the threeforce component 
is depicted. Generally, the three force components occur almost independent of 
tlie groupiness factor although a slight increase with increasing groupiness factor 
is observed for the 90°force and the peak force. The 45"force appear independent 
of goupiness factor. 
( b )  Inffuence on 4Pforce 
( c )  Influence on pak force 
Ftgure 5.32: Inpuenee of grnupiness factor on woue induced force 
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A more thorough investigation of the influence of groupiness have been conducted 
by considering each individual test to he composed of single waves or sequences 
of waves of various size and shape. The elevation and force time series have been 
decomposed into smaller pieces and simultaneous wave and force parameters 
have been calculated. Basically four different correlation analyses have been 
conducted as descrihed below: 
Peakforce - Wave height ( F - H ) :  The height of each single wave identified 
by zerocrossing and the peak force within the simultaneous cycle have 
been found. The zerodown-crossing wave height Hzdc prwed to give a 
significantly better correlation than the zeroup-crossing. This indicate that 
the depth of the trough hefore maximum elevation is important. However, 
further analyses showed that maximum peak force occurred when 1),., = 
%"in- 
* Peak force - Maximum elevation ( F  - %.): Within each single wave 
identified by zerocrossing the maximum elevation and the peak force was 
found. The correlation hetween peak force and minimum elevation showed 
to be poor. 
Peak force - Groupiness factor (F - G F ) :  The number of wave groups, 
defined when G F ( t )  > 1 have been identified by zerocrossing of the time 
series G F ( t )  - 1. Within each group the maximum groupiness factor and 
the maximum peak force have been found. Attempts to correlate maximum 
groupiness factor with simultaneous peak force and opposite did not show 
any good correlation. 
Peak force - Wave envelope ( F  - E): The envelope can be considered as 
an instantaneous wave beight function. Within each single wave identified 
by zerodown-crossing the maximum value of the envelope function E,,. 
and the peak force have been found. Similar attempts identifying tbe wave 
groups showed little correlation. 
In Table 5.2 average value and standard deviation of the coeeicient of conelation 
between the above selected wave parameters and the peak forces for all tests are 
given. Best correlation is observed for the peak force - wave height relation and 
least correlation is connected with the groupiness factor. Generally the two wave 
grouping related parameters show large scatter signifying that their influence is 
not above the more direct influence from the elevation time series. 
R2 F - H  F - 1 )  F - G F  F - E  
p 0.82 0.65 0.62 0.75 
a 0.12 0.17 0.12 0.12 
Table 5.2: Comlotron between penk force ond selected uiaue parameters. 
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In Figure 5.33 examples of scatter plots between individual peak forces and the 
selected wave pararneters calculated from test blabah4. 
. - . . . . - q-.:: .>,h' 
;.;t 
(a) P a k  force and wovc height (b) Peok force and elevation 
( e )  Peak forre and gmupiness factor (d) Peok forre and woue envclope 
Fiyure 5.33: Ezomples of comlntion bdween indivïdual penk forces ond seleded 
wave pammeters from test blobob4. 
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5.4.8 Wave-Force Modeis 
In order to summarine the influence of each parameter three different wave-force 
models have been derived enabling calculation of Fllzso for each of the three force 
components. To each force components two set of rnodels have been established: 
One fitting all data and one fitting to plunging and surging waves separately. 
where: 
Average force of the highest 1/250 of the forces. 
Submerged weight af armour stone. 
Stability nurnber based on significant wave height H, 
and average of highest 1/50 of the wave heights HxjS0. 
Su* similarity parameter. 
Dimensionless wave height, T,, = T,=. 
Number of waves. 
Slope angle. 
Water depth at  the toe of the slope. 
Groupiness factor. 
Fitting coefficients. 
The coefficients in each model have been calculated by a Gauss-Newton itera- 
tion scherne minirnizing the squared error function. See Christensen (1996) for 
reference. 
Fitted models correlated to the rneasured data are given in Figure 5.34-5.36 as 
well as the best fit force model. 
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Figu7.e 5.34: Fitted model* for 9Pfo~ce  versus measured volues qfFLlis0.  
Figure 5.35; Fitted modelr for 4 6 f o n e  uersus meosured ualues of F i p s o .  
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0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 
C.N? cmn tani2[o)  hil^,)^^^ c ~ N , ~ "  D m ' ~ ~ ~ t a n ~ ~ ( u )  ( h j ~ , ~ , i ~ ~ ~  
Figum 5.36; Fitted rnodels for peok force versus rneosured v~lues of F,,,,,. 
Models fitting all data are based on the significant wave height H, whereas 
the models separating between plunging and surging waves are hased on Hil,,. 
However when using H, with the same coefficients instead of a little more 
scatter is observed. With respect to the influence of numher of waves the best 
fit were ohtained when omitting this term. This however might be due to the 
limited variation of the number of waves. The linear influence of the groupiness 
factor in the formulae improved the coefficient of correlation compared t o  no 
influence despite the more scattered behaviour observed in Figure 5.32. Largest 
improvements were ohserved for the 90°force and the ueak force whereas oniv 
smal1 irnproveiiirnta ucciir for rlie 15'force Hegaidirig esriiiiarrd coetlici~nri for 
surgirig waves, orily a Iiinircd niiinber ol  tests ar? availahle n.skine rhc estiinnrrd 
" ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ - - -  ~  
coefficients less accurate. This is especially true for the coefficients on period 
and water depth. All estimated coefficients comply with the influence described 
in the previous paragraphs. 
Generally, the hest fit is ohtained for the peak force. As a result of the corre- 
lation hetween the peak and the 90°force, the 90" force models also show good 
correlation. With respect to the 45"force a large scatter is present resulting in 
a somewhat lower correlation. 
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In Tahle 5.3 and Table 5.4 the fitted coefficients and their influence on selected 
wave parameters are snmmarized. 
CO C, C2 c3 C4 C5 
All data 0.65 0.0 0.31 0.0 1.08 0.0 
Plunging 0.31 0.13 0.46 0.0 1.30 0.0 
Surging 0.40 -0.1 -0.11 0.0 0.85 0.2 
All data 0.46 0.0 0.42 0.0 0.96 1.0 
Plunging 0.30 0.03 0.48 0.0 1.04 1.0 
Surging 0.31 0.0 0.22 0.0 0.94 1.0 
All data 1.11 0.0 0.17 0.0 1.01 0.0 
Plunging 0.21 0.52 0.33 0.0 0.95 0.0 
Surging 0.65 -0.1 -0.25 0.0 1.0 0.2 
Toble 5.3: Fitted pamrneters in rnodels fo r  900, 450and peak force. 
F Wave-farce model: - = af (Dnso, A, ~)H;T: tand ah:^^^ FE 
Parameterc: a b e d e f  
All data 0.65 1.08 0.0 0.31 0.0 1.0 
Plunging 0.31 1.30 0.13 0.46 0.0 1.0 
Surging 0.40 0.65 -0.1 -0.11 0.2 1.0 
All data 0.46 0.96 0.0 0.42 0.0 1.0 
Plunging 0.30 1.04 0.03 0.48 0.0 1.0 
Surging 0.31 0.94 0.0 0.22 0.0 1.0 
All data 1.11 1.01 0.0 0.17 0.0 1.0 
Plunging 0.21 0.95 0.52 0.33 0.0 1.0 
Surging 0.65 0.8 -0.1 -0.25 0.2 1.0 
Toble 5.4: Inj?uence of various pararneters on 900, 450ond peak force. 
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5.5 Wave Forces above SWL 
5.5.1 Character of Forces 
Also the forces above SWL prove to be best described by the Gumbel distribution 
as illustrated in Figure 5.37 for test b3abac4. Also maximum likelihood estimates 
of the coefficients in the Gumbel distribution 0 and y are given in terms of 
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Figure 5.37: Ezample of probability distribution oftest 63oboc4 ond 
estimated Gumbel pommeters. 
Cornpared to the forces helow SWL a more poor fit is ohtained with a correla- 
tion coefficient of 0.97f 0.02. The reason for the lower correlation appear from 
Figure 5.37 for low exceedence probabilities where the Gumbel distribution over- 
jxedict the actual present force. Furthermore, the force data are scattered along 
the fitted distribution. This is due to the fact that the runup wedge, causing 
the major part of the forces, at  the position of the model stone is thin, and thus 
more easily effected by small changes in the structural and hydraulic conditions. 
In Figure 5.13-5.18 representative force hodographs axe shown for selected tests. 
Generally, a large normal force is ohserved and still the inward directed forces 
are small in magnitude. Regarding down-slope directed forces these seerns to he 
independent of the wave height. Since the model stone is located above SWL a 
large contribution to the resulting force is due to a change in buoyancy when the 
water meets the stone. Herehy a large vertical upward directed force is produced. 
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-3.0 -1.5 0.0 1.5 3.0 -3.0 -1.5 00 1.5 3.0 
Parallsl force, FIRIO [NI Parallel force, F,,m [NI 
(a) sPo = 1% (b) s,o = 5% 
Figure 5.38: Force hodogmphs for tests with varying wove height ond steepness 
Constont slope=1:2, h = 0.3 m, 7 = 3.3. 
-3.0 -1.5 0.0 1.5 3.0 3.0 -1.5 00 1.5 3.0 
Parallel force. Flnm [N] P~rallel lorte, Fjm0 [N] 
(a) sPo = 1% (b) s,o = 5% 
Figu~e 5.39: Force hodcymphs for tests with vorying wave height and steepness 
Constnnt slope=l:2, h = 0.5 m, 7 = 3.3. 
i 
i Chuxteristi~ directions of the peak force given in show 
force is close to b e i q  slope normal u wrr indicated Ihe force hodoeaphs, 
.. . f 
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O 
0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 
Peak force. F- [N] 
Figure 5.40: Comlation between direction e and magnitude F,,= ofpeak force, 
COrreIation betreen the peak f o m  and the gooand 450 fora is depicted in 
5 4 1  *s below SWL there is good correlation between pe.* force and 
90'force but regardin. the 4S0force no correlation seerns to he present. 
Peak force. F,,, [NI 
(4 g @ s l o ~ e  normal forne F , ~ ~ ~ ~  ond 
Peok force F11250 
Peak force. F,RIO [N] 
(b) 45Ddawn dope force F , ~ ~ ~ ~  ond 
force F, ,,., 
., ."" 
Fimre 5.41: Cowelation between the peok forre ond the g r a n d  4pf,,rce. 
5.5. WAVEPORCESABOVESWI.  
5.5.2 Influence of Wave Height 
in j 4 2  th. influenc. of wave height is depicted. AI] 
siescant 
The 90°md the peak force show dmost the pattwn since 
characteristic direction of the peak force is very close to 900 f orce These two 
force cOmPonent show little incieae with wave height. i h e  45.f- 
n. infl~ence of wave height at d. 
F@ure 5.42: I nhen ce  of aignificant wnve height on uoue induced foree. 
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5.5.3 Influence of Wave Period - Surf Similarity 
Parameter 
In Figure 5.43 the influence of surf similarity parameter (or period since only one 
slope angle is being tested) is depicted. Both the 90"and the peak force show 
an almost linear increase with increasing surf similarity parameter and thus also 
with increasing period. The 45'force show no clear influence o€ wave period. 
However, the limited data does not dlow for any conclusions above 5, = 4.0 at  
which the force is expected to maximize. 
(a)  Inpuence on 9Pforne (b)  Influence on 45Dforne 
(c) Infiaence on p a k  forne 
Figugure 5.43: Influence of surf similarity pamrneter on vove indueed force. 
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5.5. WAVE FORCES ABOVE SWL 
5.5.4 Influence of Water Depth 
In Figure 5.44-5.46 the influence of water depth on the three force components 
is depicted. 
Figure 5.44: Inpuenee of rate of dispersion and non-linenrity on 9@fome, 
Figure 5.45: Inpuenee of rate of dispersion and non-lineonty on 4 9 f o ~ c e .  
CHAFTER 5. INVESTIGATION OF WAVES AND FORCES 
Hs 1 h, 1-1 h, I L m  1-1 
Flpure 5.46: Infience of mte of dispersion ond non-linenrity an peak force. 
Due to the limited number of tests it  is not possible to condude whidi influ- 
ence the water depth has when separating between plunging and surging waves. 
However, considering all data the 90'and peak force seems to be highly depen- 
dent on the rate of non-linearity: Low values (ht/L,  < 0.2) are connected with 
maximum forces. This seems to be a result of the surging waves always featur- 
ing the largest uprush. All three force components seems independent of the 
rate of dispersion and further, the 45'force is also independent of the rate of 
non-linearity. 
5.5. WAVE FORCES ABOVE SWL 
5.5.5 Influence of Groupiness 
In Figure 5.47 the influence of the groupiness factor is depicted. Similar to below 
SWL the 909and the peak force show an dmost linear increase with increasing 
groupiness factor. On the other hand no influence on the 45"force is observed. 
This is expected since the force component shows no influence with varying wave 
height. 
GF 1-1 
(b)  Influence an 4SPforce 
( c )  Infl-ente on peok force 
Figwe 5.47: I 4 u e n c e  of gmrrpiness factor on wove indueed force. 
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5.6 Summary on Wave Induced Forces 
Forces helow SWL 
The induced forces helow SWL seems to be produced mainly by the downrush 
and the reversal of the flow when the downrush meets the uprush of the succeed- 
ing waves. The last situation is earlier identified as the resonance situation and 
from the couducted tests tbis situation also produce the largest forces, both in 
the upward and slope normal direction. Forces in other directions are smaller in 
magnitude but has a longer duration. 
Three force components in outward directions were extracted from the force 
records: the peakforce, the 90" force acting slope normal and the 45'force acting 
in the 45" downslooe direction. The influence ofdifferent wave uarameters on the 
forces was investigated and relevant models were fitted to the data, see Table 5.4 
for a detailed influence of each wave parameter. Generally, a strong influence of 
wave height and groupiness factor was found whereas the influence of wave ~ e r i o d  
and watér depth is almost negligible. The effect of period is to some &end 
descrihed when related to the slope angle in the surf similarity parameter. This 
parameter separate the hehaviour of the forces between plunging and surging 
waves. 
Forces above SWL 
Above SWL the iuduced forces ase produced mainly by the uprush. Both the 
large uorush velocities as well as the chance in buovancv when the water covers 
- . " 
the stone contribute to the resulting forces. Tbe magnitudes of the down-dope 
directed forces are smal1 since oniy a smal1 amount of the downrushing water 
act on the model stone. Instead of rushing down the slope a large amount of the 
water percolates into the breakwater. 
The same three force components considered helow SWL is also extracted for the 
forces above SWL and the influence of selected wave uarameters was investieated 
qualitatively. No models were fitted to the data due to the limited amount of 
data. 
CHAPTER 6 
Evaluation of Wave-Force Models 
Based on the correlation between waves and forces the purpose of the present 
chapter is to compare derived wave-force models in chapter 5 with the general 
aooroach when describinp stahility as discussed in chapter 3. The influence of 
. . - 
selected wave parameter5 on stahility is compared to existing stability formula 
using selected wave-force models to derive comparable stability equations. 
6.1 Stability Assessment and Force Models 
For comparison of the stability and the wave forces it is necessary t o  relate 
the wave forces to some kind of stahility criterion on which the necessary stone 
size (or weight) can he calcnlated. Based upon several static puU-out tests 
Wang and Peene (1990) found that the resistance of quarry stone is mainly 
weight related. Simple stahility formulae relating the wave induced force to the 
stahilizing gravity force can therefore be derived if assuming a certain mode of 
failure. Basically, three types of stone motions were considered: 
F 
Hudson-type failure: - > 1.0 F& - 
P 
Lifting failure: > 1.0 F& cos(cr + 90 + 8) - 
IFp - F& sin a/ 
. Rolling/sliding failure: > 1.0 
tan d(F& cos a - FN) - 
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The Hudson-type failure is simply the ratio of the amplitude of destabilizing and 
stabi1izin.g force. The 1iftin.g failure is verv similar in tvne as the Hudson-tv~e ". . . 
failure. ~owever ,  this typeóf failure takes into account the actual directions of 
the acting forces and is simply a projection of the forces onto the same direction. 
The rolling/sliding failure will give a stability criterion similar to  that of Iriharren 
(1938,1965). ii Fp < Fhs ina  then the criterion for sliding becames identical to  
that of rolling. On steeper slopes down-slope rolling occur over up-slope rolling, 
i.e. Fp is always less than 0. 
In each of the three stability criterion the wave-force models derived in chapter 
5 have been introduced as the driving force and the diameter have been isolated 
to obtain a stability formula, see Table 6.1-6.2 for the Hudson-type failure. This 
calculated diameter is a measure of the necessary DnSO. 
In order to  evaluate the efficiency of the derived stability formulae, the cal- 
culated diameter have been compared to  the diameter necessary to  remain in 
position found in model tests. The model test results used for comparison are 
from Thompson and Shuttler (1975) and Van der Meer (1988) and only wave 
conditions corresponding to  tbe same level of damage have been used, i.e. from 
the model tests wnducted with a fixed stone size and structure, the damage de- 
velopment was investigated and corresponding to a fixed damage of S = 3 or 5% 
damage the wave condition resulting in this degree of damage were retrieved. 
Hereby a combination of D,m, A, h*, H,, T,, and co t a  was obtained. The 
retrieved wave conditions were used to  calculate a diameter from the stability 
formulae in Table 6.1-6.2 or the Hudson-type and Van der Meer stability for- 
mulae. The diameter from the model tests was used for reference in the relation 
(D" - D")/D" in order to  depicted the degree of scatter in each of the 
stability formulae with different wave parameters. 
Since the tests from Thompson and Shuttler (1975) and Van der Meer (1988) 
were conducted with structures of different permeability/porosity, only data cor- 
responding to  a structure having a notional permeability coeflicient P of 0.1 are 
used. Despite the fact that the structure in chapter 5 corresponds to  apermeabil- 
ity coefficient of 0.3-0.4, a significantly better agreement with hoth the Hudson 
and the Van der Meer formula was obtained when using data from P = 0.1- 
structures instead of data from structures having P = 0.5 and P = 0.6. 
In the following only comparisons based on the Hudson-type failure ase shown. 
Usinp the liftinp failuremode no im~rovements over the Hudson-tv~e failure were 
" L  ~ ~ 
achieied. Howiver, using the 45" -and peak force more scatter was introduced. 
Similar comparisons based on the rolling/sliding failure mode introduced more 
scatter in the relations and was unable to predict the influence of wave height, 
wave period and slope angle. 
6.1. STABILITY ASSESSMENT AND FORCE MODELS 
6.1.1 Comparison with Hudson-type 
The go", 45" and the peak force model fitted to all data have been introduced 
into the stability criterion FIF6 > 1.0 and the necessary diameter D,so was 
extracted. In Table 6.1 the three stability formulae are given. 
Jsc Stability fomula: D:, = aFHaTm tand a (2) e cFf 
Pararneters: a b c d e f  g 
45' force 0.46 0.96 0.0 0.42 0.0 1.0 0.96 
Peak force 1.11 1.01 0.0 0.17 0.0 1.0 1.01 
Table 6.1: Stability f o n u l a e  based on W ,  450ond peak force. 
As discussed in the previous paragraph the derived stability relations are com- 
pared to measured data using the relation (D" - D")/Df$. For reference a 
necessary diameter is calculated using the SPM (1977) formula with KD = 2 and 
a comparison of the scatter is shown in Figure 6.1. Generally, the SPM (1977) 
formula capture the influence of wave height and slope angle well although the 
scatter increases as the slope flattens. Ou the other hand the influence of wave 
period is not described well as the formula tends to underpredict the diameter 
for large periods. 
In Figure 6.2-6.4 the scatter obtained by using the stability formulae in Table 6.1 
is depicted. 
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In Figure 6.1 the scatter obtained by using the SPM (1977) formula t o  measured 
data  is shown. 
(a)  Seottsi with w o w  height (b) Scotter with waue period 
( C )  Scolter with slope angle 
Figure 6.1: Comparison of scotter obtained by w i n g  the SPM (1977) 
fonnula on measured dota, = -0.08, o = 0.14. 
6.1. STABILITY ASSESSMENT AND FORCE MODELS 
In Figure 6.2 the  scatter obtained by using the stability formula based on the 
90aforce t o  measured data  is shown. The 90" force formula show tendencies very 
similar t o  those of the SPM (1977) formula. 
0.00 005 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 
H, [ml T, [secl 
(a) scotter with wove height (b) Scotter with wave period 
0.00 2.00 4.00 6.00 8.00 
cot a 1. 
( C )  Scottcr with slape angle 
Figzlre 6.2: Comparison of seatter obtained by w i n g  the 900 force fornulo 
on measured data, p = -0.17, o = 0.13. 
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In Figure 6.3 the scatter obtained by using the stability formula based on the 
45Oforce to measured data is shown. Using the 45Oforce formula similar tenden- 
cies as before are observed dthough the scatter is reduced significantly. 
(a) Scotter with wnue height (b)  Scotter with wove period 
( C )  Sut ter  with d o p e  ongle 
Figure 6.3: Comporisan of scatter obtoined by w i n g  the 45" force fornula 
on meosured deto, w = -0.56, o = 0.06. 
6.1. STABILITY ASSESSMENT AND FORCE MODELS 
In Figure 6.4 the scatter obtained by using the stability formula based on the 
peak force to measured data is shown. No improvements using the peak force 
to describe the stability are gained since the scatter is increased considerably 
compared to the SPM (1977) formula. 









0.00 2.00 4.W 6.00 8.00 
cot o: [-l 
( e )  Scotter with d o p e  ongle 
Figure 6.4: Comporison of seotter obtoined by w i n g  the peak force foirnula 
o n  rnmsurd data, p = 0.58, <r = 0.28. 
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6.1.2 Comparison with Van der Meer 
Introducing the 90°, the 45Oand the peak force models derived separately for 
plunging and surging waves in the stability criteriou FIF& > 1.0 leads to the 
stability formula presented in Table 6.2. 
Stability formula: DY,, = & tand a (s) G F ~  Ab 
Parameters: a b c d e f g  
Plunging 0.31 1.30 0.13 0.46 0.0 1.0 1.365 90°force { . ' S u r ~ u i ~  0.40 0.85 -0.1 -0.11 0.2 1.0 0.800 
. - -  
Plunging 0.30 1.04 0.03 0.48 0.0 1.0 1.055 45' force { . . Surgiug 0.31 0.94 0.0 0.22 0.0 1.0 0.940 
Plunging 0.21 0.95 0.52 0.33 0.0 1.0 1.21 Peak force { . . Surging 0.65 1.00 -0.1 -0.25 0.2 1.0 0.95 
Table 6.2: Stability fornulae based on 9 V ,  4 9 o n d  peok force 
For reference the scatter obtained by using the Van der Meer formula is shown 
in Figure 6.5. When calculating the necessary diameter a constant damage level 
of S = 3 wac, used. The influence of the significant wave height is captured well 
by the Van der Meer formula whereas a little underprediction of the necessary 
diameter is observed for increasing period and flatter slopes. 
The scatter obtained by using the stability formula in Table 6.2 is depicted in 
Figure 6.6 6.8. Rom Figure 6.6-6.8 the following conclusions can be retrieved: 
The 90°force formula depicts a scatter comparable with that obtained by 
the Van der Meer formula. The formula provides a good description of 
the influence of wave period and wave height when considering plunging 
waves. In surging waves the influence of wave height is not descrihed well. 
With respect to the slope angle the force increases as the slope flattens. 
The 45'force formula provides a good description of the influence of wave 
height, period and slope angle. The depicted scatter is less than obtained 
by the Van der Meer formula. 
The peak force formula depicts the largest scatter. The behaviour of the 
formula is comparable with that o€ the 90" force. 
6.1. STABILITY ASSESSMENT AND FORCE MODELS 
In Figure 6.5 the scatter obtained by using the Van der Meer formula to measured 
data is sbown. 
(a)  Sa t t e r  uiith woue height (b) Scatter wilh uioue pcriod 








(c)  Suittcr with slope angle 
Figure 6.5: Componson of scotter ohtoined by w i n g  the Van der Meer fonu lo  
on meosured data, p = -0.01, o = 0.08. 
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In Figure 6.6 the scatter obtained by using the stability formula based on the 
90°force to measured data is shown. 
( a )  Scatter with uiove height ( b )  Scatter with waue period 
0.00 2.00 4.00 6.00 8.00 
cot u L-] 
( C )  S co t t e~  uiith dope ongle 
Figure 6.6: Componson af scatter obtoined b y  using the 90°force fornula 
on mensured data, p = -0.31, 0 = 0.08. 
6.1. STAEILITY ASSESSMENT AND FORCE MODELS 
In Figure 6.7 the scatter obtained by using the stability formula hased on the 
4S0force to measured data is shown. 
H, [ml 
( a )  Scatter iuith wnve height 
T, [secl 
( b )  Scotter wiM wnue penod 
(c)  Seotter with dope ongle 
Figure 6.7: Companson of seatter obtained by using the 450 force formula 
on measured doto, p = -0.66, u = 0.04. 
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In Figure 6.8 the scatter obtained by using the stability formula based on the 
peak force to measured data is shown. 
H, Iml T, isecl 
( a )  Seatter with wave height (b) Scotter with wove period 
0.00 2.00 4.00 6.00 8.00 
cot a [-] 
( C )  S m t t e ~  with dope  angle 
Companson af  scatter obtained by using 
on neasured dota, p = 0.38, 0 = 0.21. 
the peok force fornula 
6.2. FORCE REQUIRED FOR ARMOUR STONE MOTION 
6.1.3 Peak Enhancement and Groupiness Factor 
The influence of wave grouping on the stability is determined by two factors: 
The spectral sbape described by y and the energy exceedence pattern described 
by GF.  
In paragraph 5.4.7 the influence of y on the wave forces was found to be in- 
significant. This is also in accordance with the conclusion reached by Medina et 
al. (1990) as described in paragraph 3.3.5. On the other hand the groupiness 
factor w= found to cause a linear increase in the induced forces and thus also 
a decrease in stability. This influence is comparable with the influence of wave 
height. However, in should be kept in mind that the variations in G F  are in the 
order of 0.9-1.1 whereas a much larger variation in wave height is expected. An 
increase of 10% in groupiness factor from 1.0 to 1.1 causes an increase of 23- 
43% in necessary stone mass (see Table 6.2 regarding influence of GF on each 
force component). Unfortunately tbe reference model test data did not allow 
for calculation of the groupiness factor making a direct comparison impossible. 
However, the influence of GF on the induced forces is the same independent of 
direction so the influence on tbe stability seems obvious. 
6.2 Force Required for Armour Stone Motion 
Due to the large scatter related to the peak force based stability formulae and 
the poor correiation with general accepted stability formulae this peak is consid- 
ered not to he important for stability. A reason why the force is unable to lift 
any stonesdespite the magnitnde might be the short duration compared to the 
90" and the 45" force, c.f. Figure 5.6. 
Considering the 45" force the amount of scatter is reduced significantly com- 
pared to all other considered stability formulae and the influence of dope angles 
compares to that of Van der Meer opposite the 90°and the peak force formu- 
lae. The stability ratio FIF; is much lower tban one indicating that tbis force 
component is not decisive for stability. 
Considering the 90°force, the stability formula fitted to all data gives a response 
similar to the SPM (1977) formula. Further considering the stability formula 
based on a separation between plunging and surging waves tbe same amount of 
scatter as obtained using the Van der Meer formula is achieved. This indicate 
tbat tbe 90" force gives a good description of the armour layer response. How- 
ever, the influence of dope angle is significantly different from tbat of Van der 
Meer (c.f. paragraph 3.3.2). Comparing the influence of wave height and period 
in plunging waves described by the force formulae to that of Van der Meer, the 
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influence of wave height is stronger in the force based stability formulae whereas 
the influence of period is mudi weaker. The results obtained using the 90" force 
verify the simple approach using the Hudson-type formulae. 
Implementing the iniluence of number of waves in the force based stability for- 
mulae in a sirnilar way as Van der Meer neither decrease nor increase the amount 
of scatter present. A reason for this might be that for a sufficiently large number 
of waves the considered force estimate, i.e. the average of the highest 1/250 of 
the forces, only changes slightly when dianging the number of waves (c.f. the 
distribution of forces in pasagraph 5.4.1). 
With respect to the influence of water depth on the stability, no influence is 
ohserved in plunging waves whereas some influence on the SOD farce is observed 
in surging waves and no influence on the 45" force is seen. Thus, the influence of 




Following an introduction of the principles and the use of rubble mound break- 
waters and the related failure modes, the design methods applied when designing 
the most vital part of the rubble mmnd breaktvater, n&ely the main armour 
layer, was discussed in more details. Tbe discussion revealed that the design 
situation was, despite major research efforts to obtain reliahle design tools and a 
vast amount of published on the breakwater response, characterized by a number 
of emnirical formulae necessitating the use of model tests. Even then large vari- 
. 
ability in the actual and the ~redicted behaviour of the rubble mound breakwater 
is observed. This descrintion save rise to the question: Why is  it so dificult to 
- 
design breakwnters? 
To enlighten the problem, the aspects of designing a breakwater was broke down 
into four individual involved physical processes: 
Wave propagation from deep to  more shallow water where the structure is 
situated and the transformation of the wave diaracteristics. 
The wave induced flow up and down the dope and inside tbe breakwater 
produced when the waves break on the slope. 
The induced loading on individual stones produced by the velocity and 
acceleration of the flow. 
The response of tbe armour layer according to the forces acting on the 
stones. 
In chapter 2 each of the four processes and the link between them were descrihed 
to retrieve the state of physical understanding. The discussion revealed that the 
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stochastic charactwization of the waves hefore reaching the structure is sufficient 
when dealing with non-breaking waves. The processes of hreaking are poorly 
understood and beside influencing the waves hefore reaching the structure, the 
breakmg process is also decisive for the character of the velocity and acceleration 
in the induced flow. In general, when dealing with hreaking waves two types of 
breakers are identified each featuring different characteristics on the flow: The 
plunging and the surging breakers. Due to the complexity of the wave hreaking 
and the complex construction of the breakwater no theory is at  present available 
from which it is possihle to calculate the relevant flow characteristics. This 
also effect the calculation of the induced loading. Fhrthermore, even if a good 
description of the lorces acting on a single stone was avdable the effects of these 
forces on the stone motion are not dear. Whether a stone remains in position or 
not is extremely dependent on the ahility o£ the neighbouring stones to create 
a good stahiliiing support as well as high kiction forces. Ii stones start to rock 
these couditions change. 
Tahle 1.1 gave an overview of the different stahility formulae presented up til1 
today. The presented stahility formulae all contain some similarities but also 
large differences among the different formulae exists. Based on two of the most 
used stahility formulae the large prevaiting scatter was exemplified in Figure 1.4 
based on model test results. These premiling problems were discussed in more 
detail in chapter 3. In chapter 3 a list of goveming variahles was compiled 
and the influence of the most significant pararneters on the assessment on the 
hydraulic stability was discussed. The large amount of variahles involved show 
the very complex character of especially the construction of the breakwater. It  
is only possihle to describe the rubble mound hreakwater in average terms and 
in practice hardly two hreakwaters are alike making i t  very difficult t o  estahlish 
reliable design formulae. In general, the influence of each of the parameters on 
the stability is well documented in qualitative terms. However, when trying to 
quantify the influence o£ each parameter the numerous involved structural and 
hydraulic parameters make it impossible to separate to influence €mm the single 
parameter considered. 
The correlation hetween the wave induced forces and the stahility was discussed 
in chapter 4 hased on physical model tests with scale models of different pm- 
totype hreakwaters. Different methods of armour stone placements and the 
characteristics of the wave induced loading in four positions over the slope were 
investigated. Mainly different configurations of single layer slopes were consid- 
ered. 
With respect to the stability of the armour stones the tests with different meth- 
ods of placing the stones showed that the lower part of the slope needs to he 
sufficiently stable allowing only smal1 settlements in order to provide a secure 
foundation for the stones directly exposed to wave attack around SWL. Compar- 
ing a random placing of the individual stones with an orderly placing, where the 
124 
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longest side of the stone is positioned almost perpendicular to the filter layer and 
the smallest area facing the waves, a very high stahility can be ohtained. Con- 
sidering a damage level of 5% a stahility coefficient KD in the Hudson formula 
as high as KD = 8.1 can be ohtained when placing the stones orderly in a single 
layer compared to a stability of KD = 0.9 when placing the stones randomly in a 
single layer. Combinations of two and single layers and of orderly and randomly 
placement only results in somewhat higher stab'iity coefficients varying hetween 
0.9 and 2.7. See paragraph 4.3.4 to  4.3.7 regarding a more detailed behaviour of 
each method of placement. 
When relating stability and wave force observations it was found that an outward 
directed force of some duratiou was necessary to remove any stones. The large 
slamrning forces of shart duratiou present in SWL where waves break directly 
on the stones were not ahle to remove the stones. 
A detailed parametric study of the wave induced forces was discussed in chapter 
S hased on several model tests conducted with an idealized model of a typical 
ruhhle mouud hreakwater in order to investigate the direct relation hetween 
waves and iorces. 
The juduced forces helow SWL seems to he produced mainly by the downntsh 
and the reversal o£ the flow when the downrush meets the uprush of the suc- 
ceeding waves. The last situation also produces the largest forces, hoth in the 
upward and slope normal direction. Forces in other directions are smaller in 
magnitude but has a longer duration. 
Three force components in outward directions were extracted from the force 
records: the peak force, the 90°force acting slope normal and the 45"force act- 
ing in the 45" downslope direction. The influence of different waveparameters on 
the forces was investigated and relevant models were fitted to the data. Gener- 
ally, a strong influence of wave height and groupiness factor was found whereas 
the influence of wave period and water depth is almost negligihle. The effect 
of period is to some extend described when related to the slope angle in the 
surf similarity parameter. This parameter separate the hehaviour of the forces 
between plunging and surging waves. 
Ahove SWL the induced forces are produced mainly by the uprush. Both the 
large uprush velocities as well as the change in huoyancy when the water covers 
the stone contribute to the resulting forces. The magnitudes of the down-slope 
directed forces are smdl since only a smal1 amount of the downmshing water 
act on the model stone. Instead of rushing down the slope a large amount of the 
water percolates into the hreakwater. 
Tlie same tlirer force cijrnponents <.onsidered brlow SU'L is also extractrd for the 
lorrcs nbovr SM'L and rhe infliicnce of selected wave pardmeters was inveitigatrd 
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qualitatively. No models were fitted to the data due to the limited amount of 
data. 
To evaluate the efficiency af the derived force models t o  describe the stability 
of tbe armour layer a comparison with a Hudson-type and the Van der Meer 
formulae was performed based on the same set of model test data Van der Meer 
used. Considering the 90" force agood description of the armour layer response is 
ohtaiued. A simple stability formula based on the 90" force compares extremely 
well with the well documented Hudson-type formula. 
When separatiug betweeu plunging and surging waves the 90' force based for- 
mula provides a scaiter in the same order af magnitnde as obtained using the 
Van der Meer formula. However, comparing the influence of wave height and 
period in plunging waves described by the force based fomulae to that of Van 
der Meer, the influence of wave height is stronger in the force based stability 
fomulae whereas the influence of period is much weaker. 
Unfortunately, it was not possible to reduce the present scatter further by im- 
proving the simple stability considerations based on the force components by 
considering botb lifting and rolling/sliding failure modes and by inclusion of an 
extra stabilizing friction force. 
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Characteristics of Breakwater 
Model 
APPENDIX A. CHARACTERISTICS OP BREAKWATER MODEL 
Breakwater core Ftame mounted on core 
Model stone and transducer mounted Aluminum box mounted 
APPENDIX A. CHARACTERISTICS OP BREAKWATER MODEL 
Neighbouring stones mounted Metd sheets mounted 
Calibration of force transducer Armour layer placed 
APPENDIX A. CHARACTERISTICS OP BREAKWATER MODEL 
Calibration of force transducer 
The force transducer with mounted model stone was caiibrated against different 
kno- loads in different directions. The calibration was performed using different 
masses attached to one end of a wire and a newton meter attached to the other 
end. The newton meter was connected to the model stone and was used to check 
whether the actual subjected force on tbe stone corresponded to the load from 
the mass. By changing tbe angle between the slope and the wire the calibration 
in different directions and thus different combinations of the normal and the 
parallel force was obtained. 
Within the tested range of loads the transducer behaved linearly in each direc- 
tion. An example of a caiibration curve for a load of 500g is shown in Figure A.1. 
APPENDIX A .  CHARACTERISTICS OF BREAKWATER MODEL 
Parallel force [N] 
Pigure A . I  Ezample af colibmtion of force transducer for 5009 load 
Dynamic characteristics of force transducer 
The dynamic behaviour of the system composed of model stone and force trans- 
ducer was investigated by imposing an impact force to the stone. Examples 
of obtained time series are shown below in Figure A.2 and A.3 for an impact 
force in both the normal and the parallel direction. Elom the time series the 
natural period w= retrieved from zerocrossing analysis and the damping ratio 
was calculated from the logarithmic decrement. In the normal direction average 
natural period equals 0.16s and average damping ratio equals 0.3. In the parallel 




A.2:  Eznmple of dynamic response to impulse force in normal direction. 
'Ih"= Iwrl 
Fqure A.3: Ezample ofdynomie response to impulse forre in parnllel direetion 
APPENDIX B 
Results of Force Measurements 
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1 Introduction 
A wave group is generally defined as a sequence of consecutive high waves in a 
random wave train. 
In sea wave recordings, group formations of high waves occur from time to 
time. This phenomenon corresponds to a non-zero correlation between suc- 
cessive waves. Information concerning this correlation is of importance when 
reproduciug waves in the laboratory in order to determine the response of the 
modeled structure. Normally, irregular waves are reproduced in accordance with 
a specific energy spectrum solely defining the distribution of the variance. The 
groupiug of waves is determined by the distribution of the phases. Hitherto, 
independence between successive waves have been applied and the phases are 
treated as independent random variables, each with a uniform probability den- 
sity on the interval [0;2~] leading to a sea surface that is Gaussian distributed. 
However, if the waves during wave propagation become more non-linear there 
will be some coupling and tbus dependence of the phases of the component waves 
at different frequencies, which eventudy will modify the wave grouping. 
To illustrate the effect of randomly assigned phases two wave trains are generated 
from the same energy spectrum. These two wave conditions are depicted in 
Figure 1 
Figure J :  Wave energy speetmm ond genemted gmuped and non- 
grouped waue tmins. 
Figure 1 shows difierent groupiness characteristics, and clearly it is important to 
have information on the wave grouping when coastal structures respond differ- 
ently when exposed to the distinctive wave patterns. Especially, the stability of 
rubble mound structures appears to be significantly afected by the wave group- 
ing, but also the slow drift oscillations of moored vessels is highly dependent on 
the wave grouping. 
Burcharth (1979) and Johnson et al. (1978) fonnd that the wave grouping signif- 
icantly afects the stability of rubble mound breakwaters as well as the run-up. 
Johnson et al., (1978) compared the effects of a grouped and a non-grouped time 
series generated from the same energy Spectrum, thus having the same statistical 
properties. Conclusively, the model tests showed that the breakwater response 
to the two different wave trains was quite different, with the grouped wave train 
causing severe damage and the non-grouped only causing minor rodting o£ the 
armour units. similar significant influence on the wave grouping was found in 
the tests performed by Burcharth (1979). 
In irregular seas, model tests by Spaugenberg (1980) showed that the wavegroup- 
ing has a significant influence on the slow drift motion of moored platforms and 
vessels. This influence rnight he explained by the fact that the period of the 
slow drift osullations practically corresponds to the wave group period where 
the wave groupiug is pronounced. 
Both examples illustrate the importance oi a correct modelling of natural sea 
waves in the laboratory if the stmctural responses are sensitive to the wave 
grouping. A characterization of the wave grouping seems therefore evident. 
2 Description of wave groups 
A measure of the wave groupiug is obtained by defining the wave envelope to the 
time signal. Due to the presence of small waves in the signal the wave envelope 
is difficult to determine. However, if the time signal is squared, the squaring 
procedure will suppress the relative influence of the small waves present, and 
furthermore, a slowly varying part appears which may be interpreted as the 
square envelope. 
Assuming that the sea surface elevation at a given point is a realization of a 
linear stationary Gaussian process defined by its ane-sided spectrum S,(f), it 
can be represented by an ordinary sum of a finite unmber of waves 
where c, =amplitude, w, = cyclic irequency, and E,  = phase angle. By squaring 
2 
tbe time signal following equation is obtained 
Equation (3) represents asplitting ofq2(t) into aslowly varyingpart (represented 
by the difference-frequencies) and a more rapid oscillating part (represented by 
the summation-frequeucies). 
By use of symmetry of the double summation, equation (3) can be expressed in 
terms of four separate contributions 
The four terms on the right-hand side of equation (4) a e  identified as follows: 
The first term consists of a constant off-set component. The second and third 
term constitutes the superharmonic components, i.e. the summation-frequency 
terms, and the fourth term constitutes the subharmonic components, i.e. the 
difference-frequency terms. It is the latter that describes the slowly varying 
part of the squared time signal and the term which may he interpreted as the 
cquare envelope. By means of Bartlett filtering the snperharmonic components 
on the right-hand side of equation (4) may he filtered out after subtraction of 
the constant off-set as done by Funke and Mansard (1979). 
Funke and Mansard denoted the filtered square of the time signal the SIWEH 
(Smoothed Instantaneous Wave Energy History) function as the function pro- 
vides a measure of the instantaneous wave energy in the time signal 
The effect of the Bartlett filtering corresponds to a digital low pass filtering and 
the efficiency of the SIWEH analysis can best be interpreted by examinat~on of 
the energy spectrum of the stochastic process in (1) and the energy spectrum of 
the squared process. 
Pigure 2: o) JONSWAP energy speetrum for a linear stochostie process ond 
b) Energy speetmm for the s p a r r d  pmcess. 
From Figure 2 it is understood that the SIWEH analysis does not exactly isolate 
the slowly vaying part; also wntributions from the superharmonic components 
occur and not the complete amount of energy from the subharmonic components 
is included. Only when the process is narrow-handed does the SIWEH analy- 
sis perform well but as the process becomes more and more broad-handed the 
SIWEH function is a poor estimator of the wave envelope, see Hudspeth and 
Medina (1988). 
Instead of using a Bartlett window to isolate the subharmonic components, a 
wave envelope function defined on basis of the time series and its Hilbert trans- 
form isolates exactly the subharmonic components. 
3 Hilbert transform technique 
3.1 Theory 
From the sea surface elevation q(t) a conjugate signal $(t) is uniquely obtained 
by shifting the phase of each elementary harmonic component of q(t) by f g. 
When the phase angles of all components of a given signal are shifted *I,, the 
resulting function +(t) is known as the Hilbert transform of the original signal 
?(t). The Hilbert transform is deined by 
From the definition of the Hilbert transform it is noted that +(t)  is simply the con- 
volution of Il(t) with a linear filter with the impulse response function h(t) = A 
l. Since a convolution of two functions in the time domain are transformed into 
a multiplication of their Fourier transforms in the frequency domain a fre- 
quency response function H ( f )  is related to the impulse response function. The 
frequency response function provides an equally characterization of the linear 
time-invariant input and output system in (5) and does furthermore visualize 
the effect of the Hilbert transform operation. Through the Fourier transform 
the frequency response of the Hilbert transformer becomes 
The gain of this frequency response function is J r e ~ ( ~ ( f ) )  + im2(H(f)) result- 
ing in unity in magnitude, and thus, the amplitudes of the signal does not change. 
The phase angle is a r c t a n ( m )  resulting in a phase angle of -a for f > O 
and +q for f < O. Such a system is denoted an ideal 90-degree phase shifter. 
Consequently, applying the Hilbert transform operation to the sea surface eleva- 
'The convolution af two funetions, denoted g ( t )  * h@) ,  is defined 
m 
tion in (1) the cosine function simply shifts to the sine function 
Associated with the Hilbert transform is the complex analytical signal defined 
from the original signal ~ ( t )  and the Hilbert transform $(t)  
where the envelope or the modulation I rj(t) ( = dq2(t)  + $=(t) and the as- 
sociated phase $(t) - aretan(%); The properties of the Hilbert transform 
operation entail that the slowly varying difference-frequency terms in the second 
order expression q2(t) are separated mathematically by the expression 
where $*(t) = the complex conjugate and E(t) = tbe square wave envelope 
function. 
In order to viciiali7r thc eflect of I ~ P  definecl envelope fiinction thc Hilbert trans- 
foriii <>f rhc sca suriacr elevation is squarcd and rcwrirren bv "ti? ,)f tri~onornetrv 
and symmetry of the double summation similar to q2(t) 
Remembering that tbe squared time signal is given by (4), the square wave 
envelope function, according to ( g ) ,  then becomes 
Introducing in the complex analyticd signal rj(t) = &(q(t) +@(t ) )  leads 
to the definition of an envelope function which may be interpreted as half the 
square envelope. 
This envelope function isolates exactly the slowly varying part of tbe squared 
time signal plus the constant off-set similar to wbat approximately is acbieved 
by the SIWEH analysis. 
The present metbod seems to be more convenient than the SIWEH andysis and 
it does not require the narrow-band Spectrum assumption. The disadvantage of 
this method is however that the sea surface must be described by a linear model. 
3.2 Computation of half the square envelope 
To compute tbe Hilbert transfarm numerically the cantinuous-time convolution 
integral in ( 5 )  is approximated by a discrete-time Hilbert transformation. Fur- 
thermore, as the Hilbert transformation is non-banded, approximations limiting 
the impulse response function are made. A tool to handle the ideal Hilbert trans- 
formation of the sea surface elevation is by using FIR approximations. In such 
approximations the 90-degree phase shiit is conserved exactly. 
The principle in the FIR approximation is that the convolution integral in ( 5 )  
is represented by a summation over a finite number of coeffiuents where the 
coefficients are fitted to represent the impulse response function. Taking an even 
number of coefficients, easily extended to an odd number, the non-causal FIR 
approximatian can be written 
where c& = the k'th coefficient, N, = number of coefficients or filter length, 
is the Hilbert transform corresponding to the time step j, and q j+ r ; -~ . l z  
7 
are the input elevations to  the filter system. The reason whv the index on the 
lilter coeficienru remain unchaiiged is thar rhc cuefficieiirs ,re miirored i n  ths 
'lyqusr frequericy, i.?. rhe froquencv rorresiiondiiir to half the tilrrr lcneth 'Yhc 
coefficients are derived from the friquency iesponse function by F F T  obtain 
a least-square fit of the coefficients. Opposite the centered format definition of 
the Fourier transformation, the FFT is based on a one-sided format 
where w j  is the cyclic frequency corresponding to the j'th coefficient and X,  is 
the desired sampled frequency response of the system. By using the one-sided 
format a time delay corresponding to half the filter length is introduced 
The corresponding phase delay may then be found ar 
To compensate for the phase delay the original frequency response function given 
by (6) only needs to be multiplied by a linear phase shift operator exp(-iak) 
and X,  might be interpreted as 
where G(f,) is the gain of the input amplitude to equal the output amplitude 
and Iji, - aj  is the phase difference between the input and the output signal. 
To sample the frequency response function the freqnency band is subdivided into 
N, discrete frequencies where f, = j& and fs is the sample frequency. Since 
the phase $j = -a for O < fj < f~~ and = for f ~ ,  < f, < 2fNP the 
sampled discrete frequency response functian becomes 
G(f,) COS(-+ - 7i j )  + iG(f,) sin(-; -e) O < fi < ~ N V  
Wfj) = O f j  =o, f~~ (20) 
G(f,)cos(-T - aj)  -iG(f,)sin(-5 -n j )  f ~ ,  <f, < 2f~. 
Due to the truncation of the Fourier transformation, the filter frequency response 
will differ from the desired frequency response. To illustrate the effect of the 
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Fipre 3: Gain and phase ehameteristic of linear FZR Hilbertfilter with 
a filter length N. = 64 and f, = 1.0 Hz. 
least-square fit, both the gain and phase characteristic of a linear FIR Hilbert 
filter are plotted in Figure 3. 
To compare the FiR approximated Hilbert transform with the theoretical Hilbert 
transform an irregular time signal is generated from the JONSWAP Spectrum 
and the two transforms are depicted in Figure 4. Generally very good accordance 
is observed also at the edges where a zone of half the filter length normally is 
disturbed. 
. original signal 
Theomtimi HliberttranStorm 
- - ~pproximsled Hilbert transform 
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Figure 4: Comporison of theoretieol and FZR npprozimated, N. = 64, Hilbert 
tmnsfom. The signal is generoted fmm the JONSWAP spectrum, 
fp = 0.1 HI and y = 3.3. 
To illustrate the envelope function, E(t) is plotted together with halfthe squaed 
elevation in Figure 5 for a time signal generated from the JONSWAP spectrum. 
4.0 J 
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Figum 5: Comporison of half the square envelope E ( t )  and $$( t )  for signal 
generoted fmm a JONSWAP speetrum, f, = 0.1 Hz, 7 = 3.3, and 
NC = 64. 
4 Groupiness factor 
To characterize the actual groupiness of a wave train the energy spectrum Sq(f) 
of haif the s w a e  envelo~e function can be evaluated. However. a s im~ler  mea- 
sure is the groupiness factor that is defiued as the standard deviation of half the 
square envelope relative to the variance of the original time signal 
For a monochromatic (sinusoidal) signal the envelope function E(t )  is constant 
leadiug to a groupiness factor G F  = O. Taking a completely Gaussian signal the 
expected value of the groupiness factor can be shown to be equal to 1.0 indepen- 
dent of the spectrum shape. The actual values for time signals generated kom 
a JONSWAP spectrum including approximately 500 periods are approximately 
1.0 in mean with a standard deviation of approximately o = 0.13. 
Instead of computing one value of the groupiness factor over the complete length 
of the time signal, the groupiness factor can he evaluated as instantaneous values 
by computing an average groupiness factor over a time moving window. The 
length of the window in time is dependent on the desired degree of smoothing of 
the computed groupiness factor function. 
In Figure 6 to Figure 9 the groupiness factor function is plotted for hoth a narrow- 
handed and a broad-handed JONSWAP spectrum for two different window sizes. 
.. oti inal signal 





pigure 6: Groupiness factor function GF(t) for signal genemted from 
JONSWAP speetrum, f p  = 0.1 Hi, f, = 1.0 Hz, 7 = 10.0, 
N, = 64, and window size =Trn. 
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Figure 7: Grorrpiness factor function GF(t) for signal .qenerated fmm 
JONSWAP spectnim, f, = 0.1 Hz, f* = 1.0 Hz, 7 = 10.0, 
N, = 64, ond window size = 3Tm. 
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Figure 8: Gwupiness factor finetion GF(t) for signal generated h m  
JONSWAP speetrum, f, = 0.1 Hz, f, = 1.0 Hz, 7 = 1.0, 
N. = 64, and window size = T,. 
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Figure 9: Groupiness factor function GF(t) fo r  signal generated from 
JORSWAP spechm,  f ,  = 0.1 Hz, f. = 1.0 Hz, 7 = 1.0, 
N, = 64, ond ruindoru size = 3T,. 
Generally, a more smooth groupiness factor function is obtained for a window 
size of 3 mean periods and only the largest wave groups are separated as high and 
smooth peaks. It  should though he noted that the sample frequency is 1.0 Hz 
and that a higher sample frequency eventually will lead to smoother groupiness 
factor function for smaller window sizes. 
5 Conclusions and further use 
Based on a linear assumption a method for calculating the instantaneous wave en- 
ergy history and the groupiness factor function has been presented. The method 
is hased on a temporal Hilbert filter and this approach enables an exact isola- 
tion of the 2nd order subbamonics which describe tbe slowly varying part of 
the time signal. This Hilbert filter approach is thus more efficient th& the SI- 
WEH analvsis. The aroupiness factor has proven to be indective in describinp 
Gaussian distributedsea&aces and the boupines factor function is defined. 
Also discussions regarding the implementation of the Hilbert filter using FIR 
approximations and choice of window sizes for computing the groupiness factor 
functions ase made. 
The method can easily be extended to a three-dimensional motion but aphysical 
interpretation of the more slowly varying part must then he revised. 
The groupiness factor function enables computations of instantaneous groupiness 
factors in time and hence, the function is suitable for comparing the correlation 
between the damage development of e.g. a breakwater and the wave gronping 
in the wave train causing the damage. 
A further application is the possibility to evaluate the change in wave grouping 
due to shoaling and thus also the change in phase distribution from deep to 
shallow water 
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